
Lake Parsippany Board of Directors Meeting
March 8, 2021

Directors Present Absent
Pulkit Desai, President X

Danny Desai, VP X
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer X

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary X
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary X

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 X
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 X

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 X
Casey Palermo, District 2 X
Tony Suprum, District 3 X
Don Phelps, District 3 X

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 X
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 X
John Scrivens, District 4 X

Deepa Patwa Tailor X
Other attendee: Eileen Born, Esq

Zoom Meeting called to order at 730 PM by Pulkit Desai, followed by flag salute.  This meeting was
recorded.

Minutes:  Motion for approval of February minutes as electronically distributed by Recording Secretary.
Motion by Dan, Seconded by Randy.  All in favor. Motion passed unanimously.

MEMBERSHIP/SALES REPORT

Tarak reported the following: No updates at this time.

TREASURER REPORT
Dan Nazzaro reported the following information, shared verbally during meeting and sent electronically
to all board members.

Account balances as of Feb 28, 2021
Merrill Lynch: $178,799.52
Chase: $101,794.22

In our work session the Board was unanimous when each member expressed their decision to be
compliant with DCA and provide voting rights to all property owners in good standing. At question is if
this decision is to eliminate the Opt Out level of membership as the DCA has ruled that there are no
levels of membership. The DCA states:

Similarly, in common interest communities there is no such status as a “basic” member or
“full” member-according to the choice of payments; there is only “membership”. (page 1,
paragraph 2 of letter dated 2/9/21)



The DCA goes on to reinforce this statement by stating:

There are no membership “tiers” in mandatory associations, a status that LPPOA successfully
sought and was acknowledged to have in a court action. In such entities, one owning property is
a” member”, whether or not that person chooses to exercise a “perk” of membership to also
pay to use amenities available to non-tract owners-who are not thereby members of any
common interest community. (page 5, paragraph 3 of letter dated 2/9/21)

Based upon these statements we are not able to offer multiple levels of pricing for our community.

Per the February meeting minutes the Board approved a membership rate of $315 with a discount to
seniors of $285.

Second Motion:
2021 Membership Fees
2021 Membership Fee of $315.00/Senior Fee $285.00 with an opt out fee of $115.00

(Refer to February Minutes for full vote information)
We clearly state in this motion that Membership Fee is $315. This decision was again made
unanimously by all board members.

Clearly this will be difficult for many in our community and we would expect a lower
compliance rate. In 2020 we had a compliance rate of 66%. I think we can expect a lower
compliance rate for 2021. Setting a compliance rate at 66% Yields the following:

Expected compliance rate 66%

Membership Fee $ 298.69 $ 425,430.00

Full (including NR) 80% 1157 $ 345,589.07

Senior (including NR) 20% 297 $ 79,840.93

Budget Surplus / (Deficit) $ 0.00

Now if we add in the Non-Resident (aka District 5) count from last year

Expected compliance rate with NR 66%

Membership Fee $ 285.15 $ 425,430.00

Full (including NR) 80% 1213 $ 345,875.73

Senior (including NR) 20% 310 $ 79,554.27

Budget Surplus / (Deficit) $ 0.00



Dan continued: Having reviewed our circumstances with ‘outside counsel’ (Mark Wetter,
Radom and Wetter https://www.radomandwetter.com/) a few items are clear to me.

First – We are required by the DCA to create a budget that meets the obligations of the
community. Bathing, boating and fishing but also the maintenance of the property. Failure to
do so invites the same complaint process that was filed regarding voting rights.
Second – We are required by the DCA to set our fees according to the budget. We must pass
a budget that meets the community’s obligations and we must set fees in accordance to that
budget. Failure to do so invites the same complaint process that was filed regarding voting
rights.

Third – Based upon the quoted paragraph from the DCA we cannot offer multiple levels of
pricing, by legal interpretation the Senior Discount could be questioned by the DCA.

Fourth – We can create a budget that exceeds our annual expenditure, any over collection is
used to develop reserves.

Fifth – Our operating budget must be in alignment with factual and historical expectations.
Specifically in 2020 we collected from 66% of our community. Our budget must reflect our
‘accurate expectations’ of incoming funding as we cannot operate a budget that does not
meet that funding.

This table represents the ratio of Full and Senior membership from 2020 and includes
the number of Non-Resident (District 5) members contributing to our budget.
A quick review of the 2020 membership numbers:

2020 Membership Numbers

Level Count % of
2204

%
of

Paid

Calculated
Revenue

% of
Total

Revenue

% of
Full

Pay

% Full Pay
Community

Fee

BASIC 959 43% 66% $
110,285.00

39% $ 115.00

FULL 389 18% 27% $
122,535.00

43% 70% 80% $ 315.00

SENIOR 100 5% 7% $ 28,500.00 10% 18% 20% $ 285.00

FULL NR 56 NA 4% $ 17,640.00 6% 10% $ 315.00

SENIOR
NR

13 NA 1% $ 4,095.00 1% 2% $ 285.00



Calculated Revenue from all membership $ 283,055.00
Budget Goal 424,720.00

Budget Surplus / (Deficit) $ (141,665.00)

2020 Total Full Pay 558

2020 Total Opt Out 959

Includes NR
Based upon several repeated statements about why people paid the full membership there is a large
number of property owners who paid at that level simply for the voting (~200). Additionally, if Beach
access is the only deciding factor we need to expect that only a small number of people would join at
that level (2017 and 2018 census had 231 unique memberships visit the beach.)
Assuming approximately 200 people join “just to vote” and we maintain our 66% people paying our
numbers would look like this:

2021 Projected Total Full pay 358

2021 Projected Opt Out 1159

Includes NR

2021 Membership Projection

Level Count % of
2209

%
of

Paid

Calculated
Revenue

% of
Total

Revenue

%
of
Full
Pay

% Full
Pay
Community

Fee

BASIC 1159 52% 80% $ 133,285.00 47% $ 115.00

FULL 231 10% 16% $ 72,765.00 26% 41
%

47% $ 315.00

SENIOR 58 3% 4% $ 16,530.00 6% 10
%

12% $ 285.00

FULL
NR

56 NA 4% $ 17,640.00 6% 10
%

$ 315.00

SENIOR
NR

13 NA 1% $ 3,705.00 1% 2% $ 285.00



Calculated Revenue from all membership $ 243,925.00
Budget Goal $ 425,430.00

Budget Surplus / (Deficit) $ (181,505.00)

This clearly shows that the approved budget was not sustainable based upon a membership fee of
$315 and an “Opt Out” / Basic fee of $115. This approved budget puts us at risk for another DCA
complaint that we are not in fact meeting state law requirements of providing for the facility we are
entrusted into caring for.

Our passed budget and fees from our February board meeting do not meet the standard set by
the DCA and leaves us exposed to possible complaint by the DCA.

In the statement from the current DCA complaint the DCA states:

Formal action can include Orders to Comply and the imposition of monetary Penalties on
any person acting to obstruct a member’s election rights. (page 5, paragraph 4 of letter
dated 2/9/21)

In our investigation of that statement we have learned that individual board members can be held
individually and personally accountable to their vote and that our Directors and Officers policy may
not provide individual protections for making such decisions.
Our 2014 budget was $190,190.00. This budget did not take into account all necessary maintenance
items and that was typical. We have since grown from 400 memberships to 2,204 memberships. Our
expenses have grown to include extensive legal bills, larger administrative overhead from book
keeping, web hosting and mailing services. Our fee for membership in 2014 was $405 per family (we
also offered single at $230 and Senior at $95)

Prior Boards have made great effort to try and provide a fair and balanced approach to mandatory
membership. Our board in 2015 and 2016 worked to try and find the right balance of costs and
offerings. The basic thought process at that time was that there was a large community that “didn’t
want to have anything to do with us”, but there was a large part of the community that still enjoyed
walking around the lake and sitting on the benches. Those boards set the proposal which the Judge
eventually agreed to and this association proceeded with.

When the Board of 2016 started this process PREFDA and the DCA were not a part of the Lake Association
discussion. It was not until October of 2017 that those laws changed to include Lake Associations. Since
then many of our Lake Communities are struggling to have found that they too are being held to the
administrative oversight of the DCA.

Therefore it is require and incumbent upon us to set a fee commensurate with our budget and a
budget that meets the requirements of the community. It is required of us to remove “tiers” of
membership. With the expectation of 60% compliance in our community we do not meet the
requirements of our budget with our fee set at $315 but instead have a Deficit of $15,820.00.

Dan provided different scenarios with various % of property owner compliance with regards to
payment.



Expected compliance rate 60%

Membership Fee $ 315.00 $ 407,610.00

Full (including NR) 80% 1051 $ 350,595.00

Senior (including NR) 20% 270 $ 78,529.50

Budget Surplus / (Deficit) $ (15,820.00)

If we supplement our community participation with our Non-Resident numbers from last year we can
achieve our budget with a margin of error of $4,066.03. This represents 13 properties at $315 or about
$1.85 per property.

Non-Resident (District 5) – Fully Taxed 69

Membership Fee $ 315.00 $ 19,886.03

Full (including NR) 80% 56 $ 16,449.30

Senior (including NR) 20% 13 $ 3,436.73

Impact per property 2204 $ 9.03

In the future as more of our community complies with paying membership we can expect our
membership fee to decline. If we were to use this year’s budget goal and we had a 90% compliance
(221 properties in arrears) we would see our membership fee at $218.57.

Expected compliance rate 90%

Membership Fee $ 218.57 $ 425,430.00

Full (including NR) 80% 1637 $ 345,563.52

Senior (including NR) 20% 270 $ 79,866.48

Budget Surplus / (Deficit) $ 0.00

As a Board our options are limited. We are required by the DCA to provided funding for all of our
communities obligations. We are required to plan and execute to support our communities
infrastructure. It is up to the members of our community to participate and in doing so support the
entire community.



Tarak stated that Dan’s presentation, above, is not a treasurer’s report and should not be presented as
such.  Additionally, stated that he went to another attorney without notifying the board first, Dan
replied that he was unaware that he was not aware of any rules regarding his contacting his own
attorney as this did not cost the association a cent.

Dan added that the report he submitted is definitely a treasurer’s report, as a treasurer is required to
break out membership dollars based on different scenarios.

CORRESPONDANCE
Jenn reported that she received information from 2 members interested in D1 representative position;
emailed to board earlier and asked if we all read them, Pulkit commented that he thinks we all read
them.  Also another letter regarding property liens that Pulkit is working on and stated that he should be
able to get in touch with them tomorrow.
Tony-emails asking when membership fees are payable
Darshana-email about membership fees already paid.  Concerned that they got a notice that
membership is due…what should be done in this case?  Pulkit will respond. (18:43)
Danny-no correspondence, except questioning why 2 members reached out to Jenn and not CONTACT
US, as per our ‘policy’? Feels that the 2 nominations should not be considered. Also feels that only
those who sent their information to the CONTACT US site should be considered today.
Deepa-Commenting on Dan’s report. Stated she has not seen the report.  Also stated that we have not
all been working on this as commented by Dan. Not sure what to do with that since she never saw the
report prior to today. Feels it should not even be considered as not all board have been notified.
Regarding additional candidates for nomination-feels they must send detailed documentation to the
board, not to individual persons, feels we should not consider anything or anyone that was presented to
the board before today.  Tony questioned what this has to do with correspondence. Deepa feels that we
have previously vetted 2 nominations and we have all seen their resume, feels that they are the only 2
candidates that should be considered.  Discussion that correspondence only should be discussed…Pulkit
brought topic back to correspondence.
Dan-communication from 5 members asking about membership activities. Forwarded to appropriate
persons on the board.
Pulkit-Many emails related to invoicing, one for D5, one for clubhouse rental, boat tags, beach and
summer, 1 about tree by boathouse.  22 emails related to invoicing and membership. Advised that the
website feature is off right now, will be on in a few weeks and online payment will be available.
5 regarding letters to the Editor on the Parsippany Focus.  Pulkit read his response. Recent editorial
from a non-member criticizing the work the entire board has done.  Many accusations are baseless and
he rejects their entire letter since the person is not involved in any activity to help the lake.  Another
was a petition signed from a group of members (50 or so) asking Pulkit not to recognize appointed board
members from last year. Stated that in the petition, the author cited the appropriate PREDFA statutes
and bylaws, and he is uncomfortable with the entire facts, until the lawsuit is settled, no final decision
can be made.  Pulkit is unsure and states he will need further legal counsel.  Randy suggested asking our
lawyer on the call.  Pulkit stated he had already spoken to her and is not comfortable with her answers.
Randy suggested hearing from Eileen directly so that board members and the community can hear for
themselves.

Going forward, legal comments by Eileen Born are noted in blue/italicized font.
Eileen responded:  some questions were submitted to her regarding legal impact of petitions from
members not being comfortable with current board members (those nominated, not elected). What is



the legal impact of petitions from members who are not comfortable with last year’s election? Eileen
stated she shared the following with Pulkit the following:
We have a couple of different issues. When the election committee met last summer, the board has
not been full for many, many years, so we've had many hold-over positions on the board because
there were always not enough people to fill all the board positions after the litigation was over. Some
new people came forward and expressed an interest in serving on the board, so some people were
appointed before the meeting to fill slots that were supposed to be staggered, so every three years,
board members are elected and they serve for terms.
There was historical research done by Jenn DeStefano about who had served and in what position and
what district, and then came up with a chart which showed there are the positions that we need that
can be filled by appointment, here are the positions that should be up for election this year, and we
reconstructed the history of the board and came up with a determination,

The PREDFA regulations were passed in May, and there was an immediate lawsuit filed against them,
but one of those regulations said that you serve until the next election... Not to the end of the term. So
we were operating on that you serve until the end of the term, but those regulations are that you
serve until the next election, so if there's a challenge, those PREDFA regulations, where there was a
challenge, went to the Appellate Division, it's in the Supreme Court. There is no response that I know
of from the Supreme Court yet, so it's still up in the air. But the PREDFA regulations are good and valid
until the courts say otherwise.

At the next election, even for board members whose term is not up, there should be an election to fill
all of those seats, if in fact those reformulation are determined to be good and valid and enforceable,
and for now, they probably will be because it's going to take a while for this to go through the courts,
so then the question became, are the people who were appointed that were appointed in May or June
or whenever it was, and not... Their term was not up for election, should it have gone to an election,
and if it didn't, are they now illegitimately serving? And the answer was no, they are not illegitimately
serving, so a petition of members to say, we object to the election that was held back in September or
whenever it was, because we feel that you didn't fulfill your fiduciary duty and that it's illegitimate...
(0:32:27)Is not the proper recourse, members who want to challenge an election have to file an
election challenge in superior court, they had to have been a member in good standing at the time of
the election in order to have standing and superior court to file that challenge. So those members,
anyone who wants to challenge the current board members who are serving has the opportunity to do
that in Superior Court, but a petition is not a valid way to challenge those board members, and then I
also provided with Pulkit parts of the non-profit statute that protects the decisions that were made of
the board with these trustees and board members that were serving at the time, so that's it. If there's
going to be a challenge, if there is a challenge, the Superior Court may order a new election, may
leave the election stand or may come up with some other relief, but the president cannot decide to
eliminate those board members, the other part of the email that I sent out, directed pocket to the
section of your by-laws for the removal of trustees. That's something different. So that would be for
cause, meaning the trustees must have done something that is anti their position as trustees, that
hasn't happened here, that if trustees were to be removed, you would have to follow the procedure
for removal of trustees in your by-laws.

But again, that's not a challenge to an election question, that's the trustee that's not serving the
board as they should under the law and under their fiduciary obligation.



Danny asked Eileen that we should ignore our own bylaws that clearly says appointed members need to
run at the next election…Asking if we should ignore our own bylaws, which clearly say, any point I should
run the first election, I should ignore that so that our bylaws has no value? Referring to Article 6 page
10.
Deepa also added until the Supreme Court judgement comes in, Should we or should we not follow our
own bylaws? Should our own bylaws become our law, and I need a YES or No from Eileen.

Eileen clarified: The Bylaws state: in the event of vacancy is caused by resignation, death, failure to
maintain reasonable, including good standing to be a board member or removal. Following a vote of
the membership, it shall be the duty of the board to appoint their successor at the next board meeting,
appointed trustees shall serve until the next election… resignation of a board member should be in
writing and accepted by a majority of the board. So yes, that change that so the appointed trustee
shall serve until the next election, that change is the change that we're talking about, that was
challenged under the law, so... I do think that you do have to follow your own bylaws, you also have
to follow the law, but there was some ambiguity in terms of appointed trustee shall serve until the
next election. If you had put all of the appointed and all of the elected people up at one time, then
you're in violation of the staggered elections, so we interpreted that to mean the next election for that
position, but...

(37:49)Yes, I am agreeing that when you weigh those two things, that I think you're going to come
down on one side of them or the other, and I do think the new PREDFA regulations make it clear that
regardless of when the term is up, that everyone should be elected, people will be elected for two-year
terms or three year terms are one-year terms, but that will be the change made for that, but that
wasn't the question I asked. The question I asked is, are these people now illegitimately serving, and
can we just decide that they're illegitimately serving and remove them, and the answer is you cannot,
that if anyone wants to challenge the election, they need to do it through the Superior Court.
Tarak stated:  I think Danny's question is not about, if they can be removed, Danny’s question Is, LPPOA
should be run by our own bylaws... Yes or no?

Yes, your bylaws and the statutes.
Tarak: So according to by laws, elected board members should run the next election, so people who are
appointed in 2020 before the election, they should run for election in 2020. Is that correct?

Eileen: The people who were appointed in 2020 should, if the regulation stay the same and to be in
your compliance with your by law should be up for election or any one appointed now, if you're going
to point people to fill positions …
Tarak: I'm not asking you according to what laws and the state, I'm just asking about our bylaws.
According to our own bylaws, they should run for the election?  Can you say yes or no.
So Eileen, I am asking you a simple question, according to our own bylaws, they should run for election,
yes or no.,
I’ll repeat my question, the people who's appointed in 2020 before the election, according to our
bylaws, they should run for the election... Yes or no.
Eileen:  Yes, the people who were appointed, yes.
If nothing changes between now and the time of your election, than anyone who was appointed should
be... Their position should be up for election at your next elections.



Tarak: So whoever appointed last year and they did not run for election, or they are valid members
according to our bylaws?
Yes, they are. And what base? What basis?

Tarak: Because you just say they should run for election and they didn't
run for election, so are the appointed board members is valid then, if
they don't run for the election.

0:41:58.4 S2: They were validly elected in the last... They were validly appointed or validly elected in the
last election, and they are valid and legitimate board members until the next election. 2021, that's what…

Tarak: I'm saying. The 2020 election happened in September, they are appointed in much that they
should run... On September 2020 election, they didn't run 2020 election, so this is the second year, they
are serving on the board without running for election, so their terms or their appointment should be
termed on 2020 election.

No, in the 2021 election because if you disagreed with how the election was done in September of 2020…
Tarak: No, I'm not disagreeing with them, you still... I don't know, wherever I cannot explain you or...
You're not getting my point.

Tarak: My point is straightforward, according to the bylaws, any one appointed, they only can serve the
board until the next election, if someone was appointed March 2020, their terms end automatically
when the next election and next election happened in 2020, September after six months, they are
appointed so their terms should be... And on that election, and they should run election on that time,
they didn’t, they're serving still after the election. This is the second year. So my question to you, we are
not following our bylaws, the bylaws clearly say that they should not be serving and that is the main
concern from the community.
(43:57) My answer to you is, it's the same thing that I've said over and over, that there is some
ambiguity in the law and some ambiguity in the by-laws, the election happened, they were not... Their
positions were not up for election, other positions were up for election, there were elections that were
held, anyone who wants... And now these trustees are board members again for another year, anyone
who wants to challenge that election, because not everything is perfect, anyone who wants to
challenge that election certainly has the right to file for a case in superior court, in which case the
judge will very likely say, all the positions who are appointed should be up at the next election, and
they will be... That will be my advice that even the appointed people…
Tarak: As you're telling that they didn't follow the by-laws and you're saying that they are still valid...
Yes, you're probably learning the hard way to not, that there are many, many times that the by-laws
are not being followed, for example, it's now March and you still haven't set your fees, approved your
budget, etcetera, that the membership to understand it's not...

Tarak: Is my perspective is our perspective or the membership was listening, right? I don't have a problem
with the board members. What problems have the community have they want to know why these are legal,
when the bylaws says something else.

Right, and my answer is the same, that there was ambiguity in this area of the law, and we were
trying to reform the board after many years of not having enough people to fill the positions, and
luckily there were candidates for the new positions, and there were other candidates who were
looking to be appointed, but I do think that there is now more clarity in the law, and I do think you'll
have to elect all of those people who are appointed at the next election, but to answer the question



again, the fact that you didn't, that there's ambiguity in your bylaws, an ambiguity in the law, and
you could have looked at it two different ways, at the time, does not make those current board
members illegitimate, and there is no basis for their removal.

Jenn: Eileen, if you would take a look at chapter seven, article two of our by-laws, the last line there says
trustee so chose and shall serve until their successor is installed, that also leads us to believe that you
can finish the term... That’s in the bylaws too.
Eileen: Right. And let me remind you, for those who don't know, when the PREDFA law changed in
2017, in order to save the resources of the board, these changes were really made by a committee of
the board at the time, so there are some ambiguities, they're always are ambiguities, and now we're
trying to make these two things fit. Mistakes are going to be made, there's no doubt about it, but in
general, Jenn's point, and that is a general principle too, is that you serve until the next person is
elected.

Tarak: but if you don't go to the election, how the next person cannot be elected, that means if you
appoint someone, they're going to serve the three years?
Eileen: now we'll have to make corrections to your by-laws or we'll wait for the ambiguity in the law
to be ironed out, but if it is coming down to right now, what to do with the people who are serving on
the board, who were appointed in 2020, and the answer is you have no basis for their removal.

Tarak: Next question is, If I have a two or district rep appointed at the same year, one in March, 1 in May,
which District position goes to election first, the March position or the May position?
Depends on what position that they're appointed to the...

Tarak: But…
Eileen: Just let me finish my answer before you jump on my answer, when we went through everything
last year, each district rep should have three positions, so it should be district 1 - A, B and C, So it
depends on what they're appointed to, if you have two vacancies right. Now, in District 1, you're going
appoint one of those people to position B and one to position C. I don't know who the current person...
What position they own? And again, some of this had to be reconstructed because there was never
enough people to fill, so we did our best to look at the trends and how many people served and for
how long they serve, so it all depends on which position that they have been elected to... Or appointed
to, I'm sorry. Appointed to.

Dan: Thank you. So Eileen correct me if I'm wrong there. At the next election cycle, these positions are now
up where previously it used to be that the appointed board member would serve until the end of the term.
That's right. So really, we've got a confluence of two things going on here, we had the old pattern that was
legal at the time, and that was 2020, where a board member served to the end of the term... That's correct.
Now we have PREDFA coming and saying, well, we don't like that anymore, we want you at the next possible
election cycle to elect for those positions. That's right. Okay, so regardless, people were appointed to
legitimate positions, and we're serving a term, and our election cycle happens in September, so when the
election cycle comes around in order to be compliant with the new rules, anybody who was appointed will
need to be up for vote, correct?

Eileen: And that's right. And to Tarak’s point some people, after that vote, because you still have
standard election, so some people after the vote will only be serving one year, some people will be
serving two years, some people will be serving three years, so even though you're newly elected, you



might have someone completely different come in, not the appointed person, somebody could...
They're still serving out that term, but you've now just been elected for the end of that term.

Danny: I want to make one comment... So Eileen... You were saying in 2020, you did not comply and
follow our own bylaws, but in 2021, we must do it, that is your advice to us?...

Eileen: I am saying the new PREDFA regulations are still the subject of a decision by the court, that
your by-laws in 2020 had some ambiguity in them, but if everything stays exactly as it is right now,
that I will recommend in 2021 That if you appoint someone now or appoint someone in 2020 and their
term is not up that all positions of appointees be elected every election unless and until there are
amendments made to that PREDFA law

(52:26)Danny, so in 2020 accidentally or coincidently, all appointees are 8. And election positions open
was 7, that was purposely set up, or it's just coincidentally that happened, because a point they found
eight right away, they didn’t find 7, they didn’t find 9, they found 8 exactly... That is my other question.

Eileen: I don't know how many appointees there were, I'll take your word for that. My understanding
was after the lawsuit was over, the people approached the board and said, I'd like to serve on the
board, and so I advised the board at that point, if you have people who want to serve now you have
vacancies, so you can appoint those people now, and then the people who are up for election in
September, you can hold the elections for those people.

Danny: I think I am still confused on this thing, this particular point, and I think Pulkit, we should take
another councils advice... Thank you.

Okay, that was the last part of my correspondance, one member did want me to read exactly what was
in the petition, so I briefly read what's at the top, so the membership is aware.

Jenn asked Pulkit, before you read that, are we certain that every one of those are verified members?
Tarak said 40 of them are full members. See below for this petition that was signed. For records, entire
petition as reported below, as well as the signature page, is on file.

We are residents of Lake Parsippany and members in good standing of the Lake Parsippany Property Owners
Association (LPPOA). There are multiple board members who had been appointed to their seats by the
previous board president. They were never elected by the membership. According to the LPPOA by-laws
specified on Page 10 under Article 6, they should have ran in the general election that took place in September
2020. Since they did not, it is our view that they do not represent the LPPOA membership and should not be
allowed to continue as board members. If they wish to serve and guide the community, we would encourage
them to submit their nominations for the next election cycle.

We would request you to faithfully conduct your fiduciary duty to the LPPOA. If you are unable to do so, please
resign you’re position.



President Report
Pulkit reported the following:
Today we will have at our board meeting our legal counsel, Eileen Born. She has a history with litigation
defending LPPOA. Her name is in the complaint as legal counsel, so I felt it would be best for her to be
here as based on the outcome she can help draft our response back to the DCA.
Last year, well before elections a group called the Lake Parsippany Voting Rights Group, filed a complaint
with the DCA against the LPPOA regarding voting rights. On Feb 9th of this year, the DCA sent a response
with an order to comply.
There were a few members from that group that are currently on the LPPOA Board of Directors;
however, they have since removed themselves from the complaint (Feb 11, 2021) because legally
they could not be both a complainant and a defendant as board members. Their position has always
been consistent with the complaint because it is their fiduciary responsibility to adhere to the law.
Adhering to the law and NJ State Statues is something I have advocated for since day one.

The prior LPPOA board’s determination on voting rights was wrong last year and it is still wrong this
year. Everyone’s voting rights should be recognized if they are a member in good standing. A property
owner who pays their basic member fee and other assessments are considered members in good
standing. That means they have a right to vote in elections, nominate themselves or others and serve on
the board, if elected.

“Assessment “ has been defined by PREDFDA as “proportionate to usage of items included in the
Budget.” Our current fee structure voted last month of $315 Full with easement fee option of $115 is
fair. Any changes to that has to be voted on by the entire community. Otherwise we’ll be in violation of
PREDFDA and you might be personally liable. The $115 would satisfy your deed restriction easement
assessment fee obligation as per judgment and state statues. This also gives you voting rights. The
additional $200 extra would give the property owner extra use privileges of the association not given to
the basic easement assessment member fee. To put the emphasis on and recognize the fact that the
court and the DCA both agree that the easement assessment member fee is the sole reason to
determine members in good standing and not the full use privileges fees would solve the critical and
complicated situation this board is in. To simply put both the DCA and Court determined that just by
paying your basic fee you’re a member in good standing and you can vote.
A member can pay his $115 and never ever use the lake grounds. They may on occasion drive pass it,
walk around the lake, and stop to look at the view. They are a member in good standing and they are
paying their legally obligated fee. Therefore a one fee structure is wrong; it is illogical to bill the entire
community of approx. 1800 people for something only 300-400 people use.
There are many social and recreational activities not related to the waters of Lake Parsippany. The
majority of approx. 1800 member should not bear the financial burden of cost for the extra unrelated
items which have nothing to do with the easement deed restriction obligation of the waters of Lake
Parsippany. The judgment stated property owners are obligated to pay for maintenance of the common
property which give them easement rights. They are not obligated by law to the extra financial burden
of non-related recreational and social events.



Therefore, the one flat fee structure is not something that we can impose on this community. We are
not a utility company where we can just slap a 300% increase on people. The DCA response does not say
that we cannot have two separate fees as misunderstood by some members of the Board; it only says
that irrespective of fee structure, every homeowner who has paid the common expenses assessment is
entitled to vote.

It is my understanding that - Any change in the existing fee structure can be proposed by the Board
and pass the majority but will require a majority community members vote to be considered valid.
PREDFDA further says (and we will need to include this in our bylaw in the future, considering
legal counsel), that there is also a rejection vote ; that is the proposed changes will require only 10%
of our membership to reject it. Again, we have to refer to legal counsel.

We already know what this community wants. As our fiduciary obligation to this community, we will
need to consider that when we decide on any change to the existing fee structure of maintenance fee of
$115 for all homeowners and the recreational use fee an additional $200. Any Board member who goes
against these bylaws and the PREDFDA laws on bylaw amendments may be personally liable if we face
litigation from our community.

John requesting Eileen to weigh in on the Presidents report.

Okay, we had quite a bit of discussion in executive session about what the options are. The one
statement that stuck out at me was that the case law said that all tiers have voting rights, and that is
not what the case decided, the case decided that it was reasonable to not have voting rights for the
tier of $115. So that is what I have said from the beginning of this is, you, Lake parsimony started this
process before the PREDFA Law was put into place, and the concept of two tiers, one tier is a basic
maintenance, the other is full membership with voting rights, was based on the case law, up until that
time. The PREDFA law is something different, it's now trying to fold in Lake Association law into
existing condominium association law, and as we're learning the hard way, it's not without its bumps
in the road, but it comes down ultimately to a matter of fairness. And so, if the privileges of
membership are to be equally shared among the people who live in the community, then there should
be one tier, and if not, then there should be two tiers and one has voting rights and one doesn't...

I understand that the Department of Community Affairs is taking a hard line on this... I disagree with a
lot of what was in the Department of Community Affairs letter in terms of the positions. I think that
traditionally, there has been a body of law that governs Planned Real Estate developments and
condominiums, and the body of law that governed traditional lake associations, and those two things
were separate. So the combining of those two laws, we really are... Yours is one of the first cases to
determine it, I only know of two others that are pending right now, but you put your two-tiered
position in based under the existing case law, PREDFA says now that everyone has voting rights, so
now it's your job to do what's fair for the community. And I don't agree that you can pay a basic
maintenance fee of $115 and get good voting rights and get full voting rights, and I believe that's the
determination that the board has to make.. what's in the best interest of the community and what's
fair for the community, while trying to comply with the two sets of laws that we have to contend with
right now...



John asked council to speak to the issue of individual board members being personally liable as Pulkit
had indicated…

(1:04)
Right, so the New Jersey non-profits statute makes it clear that individual board members that are
acting in their capacity as board members, particularly under the advice of counsel, do not have any
individual liability for the decisions that were made. I do disagree with that letter coming from
PREDFA, I have asked Mr. Haldeman, the attorney, whether he could provide me with any statute,
case law, basis whatsoever to threaten individual board members of a non-profit association with
personal liability for decisions that they make tha,t by the way, are compliant with a Superior Court
judge and he did not respond to me.
Darshana queried Eileen, when did PREDFA become effective? A: Nov, 2017

Beach Managers report
Pulkit announced that we are in the process of looking for beach managers,

Clubhouse Manager report
Clubhouse still closed for rentals.
We'll be advertising for a club house manager in the next News and Views, additionally sending an email
out to the general membership regarding this open position and providing info on job
requirements/description.

Maintenance
No report other than the tree issue.  Pulkit has contacted a tree company and is waiting for a call back.
John commented when the town worked on the tree clearing over at Alpine beach a portion of the boat
tree was removed and not replaced, so it's now a non functional boat stand that needs to be addressed.
Pulkit requested John email him with details.

Water Quality
Nothing to report at this time.

News and Views
New format now out for 2 months. Neha Shah is Managing News and views, and she should have her
name added in the next month’s issue, Pulkit asked she add this to the issues going forward. Positive
feedback on new format rec’d and Pulkit thanked her for a job well done.   Plans to have a rep from
News and Views at the next work session to make sure any issues are reviewed and resolved.

Security
Don stated that they still need ideas for how we will be handling security going forward.
Don asked Dan if we can we put out the signs, the lawn signs that say, walk against traffic. Dan stated he has
2 and can put out the ones he has, by Drews and Johnson.
Boat action set for Saturday, April 10th, at approximately 10:00 AM. The description of the boats were
placed in the News and Views.  Thanks to Tony for all his help.



Tony added: Okay, just one thing to bring up, since we're doing the auction on the same day is the
opening day trout contest, maybe on Friday, we can pull them out of the boat house side... Side
discussion about how to set up.
Need to add event to the calendar on the LPPOA website.

Activities and Club
Ladies Club: Marilyn stated she received no report from the ladies club this month.
Mens Club: Randy reported: No report, no update.
Fishing club: Tony thanked the Ladies Club, they have stepped up and put a $50 prize to one of the tag
Trout. So we really appreciate it for fishing club. Also the Ladies Club may be selling their meatball
sandwiches during some of our fishing contest, details will be provided. Asking for donations for the tag
trout, the fishing club really appreciates it. So far they have the donation from the Ladies Club, and
Tony’s father has donated a lose spinning rail.
The fish stocking event has to be cancelled because of the Covid Pandemic. The stocking will still take

place, more specifics to follow.  Additional details about a raffle and some other activities of the fishing
club, all details to follow. Pictures will be taken during the stocking.  Plans for a total of 366 trout, 5 of
those being 17+ inches.
After the date that we stock, we normally closed the lake for approximately a week to fishing, Tony will
be hanging up No Fishing signs around the lake restricting fishing for a week after the stock date. We
must follow New Jersey angling regulations.
Swim Club:
No news yet.
Book Club:
Still meeting monthly via zoom.  Reading list is updated on our website.
Hub Lakes:
Randy reported:  Darts to start the end of this month, the same sports that took place last year (Mens
Softball, horseshoes, co-ed darts and ping pong) are planned for this year.  The Lake is looking for both a
Men’s and Women’s Volley Ball coaches needed.
One day events, co-ed track, bowling co-ed event.

Communication Committee met, there were quite a few suggestions, one that we want to put in place
quickly is a Q&A session.  Deepa suggested this open channel would benefit members and we can
implement easily.

OPEN HOUSE: Don commented: Are we having one this year?  If so, please remember it takes a good 6-
8 weeks to plan. We need to make a decision by next month if we want to go ahead. Many
considerations because of Covid.

(1:20) Membership: Tarak stated met last week, came up with design, agreed to send 4 membership cards
to each property, if more than 4 is needed, reach out to the committee.  Tarak stated he can share
design with all in an email if desired.  Marilyn asked Tarak to explain how we are going to get the cards
distributed, however, we may be able to distribute thru the club house, however more details need to
be worked out. This has many benefits.  There will be a change for any Lost Membership cards.
Dan asked if we still have D5 members and yes, we do.  Dan also asking if we are having flex badges this
year, and explained a scenario where you have a visitor from out of state, can they use the badge. Tarak
responded that yes, we will be doing that again.



Tarak also reported that he met with the ‘technical’ committee last week, (Deepa, John, Jeff Star, and
Sebastian Ostolaza) to see how our website can help us with the membership card.  Our website has
function available, so that if you do not have a physical card, you can still go to the member of a
website, so you can register yourself, your family member, and you can have the digital card.  This is
something that also something we are working on. I'm not 100% sure that we're going to go with that or
not, but this is also a possibility that we are working on...

Pulkit asked: For a Family of five. If they want that extra badge, is that an extra cost? Tarak stated that it
is something we didn't decide on.  Tony stated that if D5 is open, does that mean we are fully opening it
to outside Lake Parsippany, or are we just keeping it to those who have previously been D5 members.
We are not opening it to everyone outside of Lake Parsippany, just those who have repeatedly joined
and have not missed a year of payment, they are grandfathered in.

(1:23) Deepa stated that she has seen questions from members on the chat… She has seen the same
questions from a few members asking that if there are more than 4 members in a household/property,
is there a few for the additional card? Tarak commented that this is still to be finalized, it will be
discussed and based on overall costs.  Tarak will get back to the board when there are answers. Also, a
membership Q&A will be posted.  Tarak also encouraged everyone to register on our website, this way
we know how many cards are needed per household.  Pulkit added:  as you all know, last year was
unprecedented, membership went from 400-2200, COVID hit us, but this year we will do our best to
make certain all information is provided and cards distributed.  Tony stated he has boat tags at home.
John asked, are we on target to distribute cards and boat tags to people who paid in March?  No, we
cannot do that until all membership issues are resolved.  What do we do about people who want to put
their boats on the property?  Tarak stated that it needs to be discussed at a work session…

ByLaws Committee-Pulkit cancelled due to family emergency, will be rescheduled very soon.
Welcome committee-nothing done at this time.

Lake maintenance/Vitality: Tony stated no updates.  No water treatment necessary until Mid April.

Events Committee: Jenn commented that the talent show flyer went out, Holi event going on.  Deepa
described Holi event towards the end of the month. We are bound by COVID limitations, but still
planning on having a color exchange.  Dan asked if we could potentially have a fire pit on the beach to
address one of the meanings of the event, we can consider this going forward. Don added there is a
scavenger hunt scheduled as well.
Grants committee:  Pulkit added that with only 1 member…they have met, and are still researching.
Nothing coming up with yet.  Pulkit to reach out to the mayor to see if he can help out.  Dan brought up
that we are considered a a 501c4 organization, and there was discussion about possibly converting us to
a 501c3 organization. Do you know if that conversion took place?  Eileen responded that we would not
be eligible as that is a charitable designation, and we are not a charity.

Youth Committee:  Neha will be managing, and is working in the background.  Pulkit reported for her
and stated that it is a work in progress and Neha will be planning things out and reporting to the board.

Strategic Planning: has not met, Pulkit will set up a meeting.



OLD BUSINESS
DCA Complaint:  Pulkit made a generic comment about questions and answer forums at a later date,
however regarding this complaint, Pulkit stated that he thought the resolution response from us is
required within 30 days which would be tomorrow, however they are aware that we are working on the
resolution as a board. We have to reply to the DCA and the issue is that the people who only pay the
OPT OUT fee of $115, do we recognize their voting rights?

Eileen questioned: Did the Board determined that you're going to have two tiers... Was that a vote? As
she hasn’t been at every meeting.  Eileen stated that she at the executive session that has the board
determined that you're going to have two tiers or one year, we just talked about the options as time I
was on...

Pulkit explained that at last meeting on February 8th, the day before we got the DCA complaint, we
voted for the fee of $115 and $315 with the $115 fee of OPT OUT. Marilyn clarified that there were not
2 fees offered, clarified that we voted on the membership fee being $315 and the opt out of
membership would be $115. John clarified and questioned if the OPT OUT fee option and the waving off
voting rights is the basis of the DCA complaint then we should move to eliminate the OPT OUT option
for members and possibly be able to make a change to the membership fee of $315.  Eileen clarified
process for motion and follow up process.  Don clarified that we motion during the meeting but hold off
with voting until the end of the meeting as Pulkit further clarified the reason for this is to allow
membership Q&A, and hopefully have that information available when making a final decision.
John motioned to remove the OPT OUT option for membership.  Jenn seconded. (1:40:43)

Pulkit addressed Dans presentation stating his version of what the fee should be is trying to justify it and
a few board members seen it for the first time, and in my President’s message, I've said that why one
fee is completely not necessarily... It does not satisfy the community, it only seems like we're appeasing
400 folks who want to use all the facilities and the 1800 folks that we're going to ‘saddle them with fees’
when they’re not going to use any of the facilities. Yes, I understand. The law says that everybody gets
the right to vote regardless, however, Fee structures, you determine but we owe it to our community to
have a fee structure that satisfies everybody (1:41).

Deepa added 2 things:
Regarding Dan’s presentation about single fee. Last year we had 68% paying, we had about 32% non
payment of the easement fees from the 2200 households. First question for Dan if we are making it a
single fee which is greater than the $115,   what is his opinion in terms of non-payment and collection, is
it going to increase or decrease from last year?

Dan replied that he does believe that if we do this, that our compliance will drop below the... It's 66%
for accuracy, but our compliance will drop below the 66% that we currently have. I also believe strongly
that if we maintain the two-tier structure and provide voting rights at the $115 level, that our
collectibles or revenue, will also drop dramatically because as Pulkit has said, quite clearly, in the
decades that this lake has been here. It's only a very small percentage of people that use the beach. And
the two primary drivers for the full membership is beach and voting. The beach is not a $200 per year
item. I believe that if we do this, our collection rate will go up... Yes. (1:45)



Deepa stated: And the second question I have is, as you yourself mentioned, in our deed the only thing
that everybody is absolutely responsible to pay as part of easements, voting, fishing and swimming,
there are many different activities like Hub Lake activities, any other activities that we do on the beach
and all that are not part of our deeds and things like that. But by making a single fee, any cost towards
any of those events or any activities that are already part of our budget, that will have to be bared by
2200 community members for which they are not responsible for, as part of their easement responses.
Why will we be forcing 20200 household to pay for activities, which historically only 300 or 400
household have been enjoying...

Dan: It's a reasonable question Deepa. I think I've got two sides to the answer here, and then a third side
that I will represent, the first out of the answer is most of our activities are run as a net neutral activity,
with most of the activities on the beach there is a small fee at the beach, and there's a few exceptions
on there, but for example, we sell soda and ice cream at the beach, that money does generate revenue
for us, and that revenue goes to paying for the sand. Now, the sand has always been a large ticket item
for the beach, about $3000 worth. So there's an example, a clear example of the activities that are self-
funding. So when we do the pig roast on the beach, that has a fee associated with it, but really what the
community is paying for is the lifeguards and the beach managers, and those are required under our
insurance... So if we are required to provide bathing as a deed item, in order to do it correctly, we need
to have lifeguards, we need have beach managers, so those costs will be borne by the entire community
regardless. The activity items we do structure as being self-funding with a limited dollar amount that is
seed money from the organization that comes back into it.
A third point Dan made is that the people who are not interested in these activities, if you were to take
the beaches cost and just look at the cost of the beach, the lifeguards and the beach managers salaries,
not the physical plan, physical plant is a separate conversation, you're talking about $18 a property over
2200 properties, give or take... When you look at that, in the grand scheme of a $115 bill, $18 is fairly
minimal. When you look at in the scheme of a $285 or a $315 bill, $18 disappears almost entirely. Now, I
realize for many families, $18 actually does make an difference in their life, and I want to be respectful
of that, I'd like us to find a way to be respectful of that, but in the context of this conversation and the
restrictions that we have in front of us today, the conversation really is two-tier or not, and the
conversation is with a 1 tier or a 2 tier, what numbers meet our budget, our obligation, because right
now our numbers do not meet our obligation, and if we take away the incentive of voting associated
with the higher cost, we're going to be even further in a deficit budget.

Deepa added:  Just one correction I want to make to what you mentioned in terms of... You said bathing
is included in our deed... No, bathing is not included in our deed, boating, fishing and swimming is
included in our deed.
Dan clarified: Actually, it says bathing, bathing is swimming.

Deepa added: So the second thing I wanted to mention is the entire board, all 17, 16 of us that were
board members in last board meeting, all of us unanimously voted on $315 and $115. Now because DCA
got back to our complaint that was filed last year, and they said irrespective of what people are paying,
if they are paying their minimum easement responsibility, they get a right to vote. Just because now...



Now, we are telling the members that are our membership fee that we all unanimously voted last
month, is not going to meet our budget, and hence we want to increase the fee, so invariably, what you
were saying to the community, and I want this in as part of the record, telling our community that if you
are okay giving up to your voting right that we are okay, with the $115 fee. But if you want voting rights
you have to buy it by paying extra.

Dan: So when we as a board, developed the idea of the multi-tier system, this was before DCA existed,
and so there was no such concepts out there, and within the laws of lake associations, the judge found
this to be reasonable, because case law supported the idea of a lower tier that does not have... At UPS,
we'd use the term skin in the game, they don't have the same investment in the community, we found
the most minimal way, that says, you have to contribute something, but since you don't want to have
anything to do with “us”, we're going to give you that. You have nothing to do with us. But you still have
to pay something. Now the DCA is coming in and saying, Not only do you not want to have anything do
with us, but you get a say in what the ”us” does, well, then you need to have skin in the game, you need
to have... And it's not just voting rights Deepa, the idea is also participation in the board, there is an
equal- ness, so if we were to set everybody at $115, we wouldn't make budget, we wouldn't be able to
pay our bills.

Randy commented: So last month, that is correct, there was a vote on the fees, and there was an opt-
out option that was also voted on, and I think it was all Yays and zero Nays. Then mysteriously six hours
later, we get a response from the DCA, I think it was a 3 o'clock in the morning. And this motion, to me,
it directly puts us in compliance with the DC's response, and I want to go to page one, paragraph two of
their response that is dated February 9th, and it says “There is no such status as a basic or full member
according to the choice of payments, there is only a membership”…And I think it's pretty clear that's
what the motion by John sought to do, to solve that serious issue, it looks like the DCA has with two
levels.
Tarak added: To respond to Randy’s comment: that is your interpretation, what my interpretation of
what the DCA is saying is, regardless of what tier/what levels you create for your membership, they have
no issue with that. The membership is membership and they recognize their voting rights regardless of
tier or payment. That is my interpretation of those 2 lines.
John, you're saying you want to start a motion to make us one membership fee for $315?
John clarified: The motion is to eliminate the option that you opt out of the full membership...
Tarak: Okay
John: remember we have one membership at $315 and it has always been at $315. And an option to opt
out the so-called basic membership at $115.  Discussion and clarification of John’s motion occurred.
Tarak questioned John if he desired a membership fee of $315.  John clarified that he motioned only to
remove the OPT OUT option for membership.  If someone else wants to motion to readdress fees, that is
fine.

Tarak reiterated: so one membership for all and voting rights for all, that’s what you are referring to.
John answered in the affirmative.

Tarak: Okay, so now question goes back to the treasurer, that our fiduciary duty as a treasurer is to meet
the budget, is that correct Dan?



Dan responded: The fiduciary responsibility is to ensure that we build a budget that is sound and
responsible, that meets the needs of the community, and that we fund that budget appropriately.
(1:57)

Tarak questioned Dan: If we're charging $315.00 to the entire community, 2200 households, that brings
in $693,000.00. Is that our budget?
Dan: No explained the DCA rule is that we must base it upon our history and our experience, and that
we must build our budget based upon that history and experience, 66% of our community participated
last year at...
Tarak: As a treasurer, you're saying that 66% of the community who wants to pay the dues, we are
charging them $315, are we charging them because of the 34% who do/have not yet paid, so those who
pay are taking on the burden of those who do not pay.
Dan... Correct. If we have 90% of our community paying, the number would be $218.
Tarak: When you make the budget as a treasurer or determine fees as a treasure, you should go with
the numbers as you just would be as a treasure with the fiduciary duty to meet our budget. Our budget
is $425,000.00 divided by 2200, that comes to $198.00. Now you're saying because people are not paying
$198... Let's charge $315.00 to the people who pay.
Dan: Yes
Tarak:  That is our fiduciary duty?
Prolonged discussion between Dan and Tarak about fiduciary obligations…
Dan clarified this coming from our LPPOA bookkeeper, who was a treasure for his own lake Association,
has said, you plan your budget based upon the number of people you expect to collect from... Now, if
you disagree with that concept, we can go back and re-dress the baseline assumption, but from there,
the math is pretty simple, we have an approved budget at 425000, we know that last year, 66% of our
membership paid, and so we can quickly do the math that says, If our budget is $425 and we have this
tier of membership and that tier membership, we already know that right now, we don't make budget
by a large margin, $140,000.00 give or take, which is something that members can go and file a
complaint against the DCA, and we would be in the same situation that we are now, regarding voting
rights. The same holds true if we pass a budget that doesn't fund bathing, boating, fishing and property
maintenance.
Lets look at the parking lot of the club house as an example, the parking lot, the club house needs to be
addressed. It's in sad shape. If we look at Drews beach, that's an example of allowing our facility to
deteriorate and we have an obligation to resolve that, to repair that.
Pulkit added: we are looking into those things and satisfied the DCA complaint, actually, I have looked
into this. We have architects and contractors looking into things like that, so that satisfies it.

Randy responded to Taraks earlier comment regarding interpretation of the DCA complaint letter
response, stating that he did not voice his own interpretation..for the record and stand again for the
membership, this is not my interpretation, so this is word for word from the DCA letter. And it's
published on the website. This is not an interpretation, it says ‘There is no such status as a basic or full
member according to the choice of payments, there is only membership.’ Those are the words and
everybody can interpret it the way they'd like.(2:03)

Tony: Question and a comment here, Can Tarak or Pulkit answer. If there were to be two membership
tiers can one of you explain to the public what they are not getting with paying the limited $115 because
it's... In writing, it wasn't just the voting, there was a handful of other things to go along with it.  And my
comment about the budget is... With the DCA complaint, I think there was an issue with the amount of



money that we're going to pull in, because now people do not have to pay $315 to be on the board or to
vote, there's going be many people who were paying that $315. Now we're only going to pay $115. So I
think that's a significant money loss, and that's why I brought something up previously. Thank you.
(2:04)

Pulkit: Okay, but first of all, if the entire board was reelected at $115, I don't think that's a huge money
loss for 17 people. As far as to answer your original question on what they do not get, right, Tony is what
they don't get with $115 is...I think I mentioned this before, but I'll clarify again. You can walk around,
you can walk on the property, you can walk on the path, you can sit on the benches, and you cannot
park your boat, but if you want to use a boat, you need a boat tag, if you want to fish, you need a fishing
license and those are the things you get them for $115, you do not get to use the clubhouse or rent at a
discount that the other full ($315) members get... So those are things I can tell you at the top of my
head.
Tony added that with the $115 rate you were not allowed to park on LPPOA Property, you cannot access
the beach, even if there's an event, these people would not be allowed to attend those events. You can
launch your boat, like you said, at the ramp, but then you must move your vehicle and you're boat
trailer off of the property on to a side street. Yeah, one comment again about this, so if somebody were
to pay to $115 were to run for a board position and they elected to that position, if the board has
something on the beach, something so where they have to come up to properties, they're not permitted
to, what would we do then?

Pulkit responded: Well from until then, we can work something into the bylaws on legal counsel or to
see what we can do. I have some answers, but on that, on that one, again, we will always need to refer
to somebody who can help us guide in that situation.

Rinam: next, I just wanted to make the comment to what Randy stated about the DCA complaint and
that the membership should be one. I know he said there should be only one membership and which is
correct, there should not be like basic or full, but we don't have to name it as basic or full. Membership
still stays the same and the recreation gets added on. That's how it can be interpreted as well. (2:07)

Jenn asked Marilyn to clarify minutes from last meeting regarding membership.  Clarification:  We voted
on a membership fee of $315, we also allowed for an opt-out of that membership.  The vote was
unanimous.

And also, my question for Dan would be, if we were to go $115 for all, would we make budget?  Dan
replied we would not. We would be shy by about $180,000.00, and we don't really have enough in our
other accounts to cover that much, it would wipe out the Merrill Lynch account, which is the Lake
Restoration Fund. Dan referenced the report he provided the board earlier.  Ongoing discussion about
costs per property to run the beach, which is approximately $25.00

Dan and Tarak continuing their discussion…Tarak asking
We voted Yes for $315.00 membership because there's an opt-out the membership fee. And we voted
to keep the fees the same as last year, and if we remove the OPT OUT level, we would need to rethink
the membership fees. Dan asked, would you re-think the membership piece so that we make budget, or
would you rethink the membership fees because you're driving for a specific number for the
membership fees, and so it really depends on the budget. So if we were to eliminate the opt-out level,
and adjusted membership fees accordingly with D-5 people, 56 were full members and 13 were senior
members based upon a compliance rate of 99%, our fee would be $198. If we had no opt-out level and



everybody in our community, our fee would be just under $200 based upon this year's budget, and I
think this year's budget is, I'll say reasonable.

Dan went on to explain, In terms of, when you look at all the items that are in there, we are meeting our
primary obligations bathing boating, fishing or swimming, boating, fishing, we are meeting the
obligations of community, so we're paying our taxes, are paying our insurance, we're paying our loan
maintenance and we're also keeping up maintenance on the property, so this budget is reasonable, Can
we squeeze more dollars out of it? Can we lower it? Can we raise it? Yeah, there's a lot of things we can
do with the budget, but right now, just assume that it's been reasoned, so a fee of 200, if we can get
100% or 99% of our community to join at 85% of our community, we're still looking at $223.  Tarak
added this is going to be one hour session that the details iteration though, so... question? Tarak
stated he still had questions of Dan but his one direct question is this: If we want to eliminate the OPT
OUT option, we’ll have a new work session and we have to wait until next board meeting for the
declaration of the membership fee.

Eileen added I just make one comment on, when Dan is talking about the budget process, and that
you're budgeting according to how many people paid last year, and that was around 66% of the
people that paid last year, the incentive for people to pay will be understanding that they may have
late payment charges or collection cost if they don't pay... So I do believe when you look at all the lake
associations that I represent, around 80% is probably aspirational for you guys, but that's the level
that you should be at, You were at a lower than that level last year, due to a combination of
Coronavirus and that it's the first year doing it, so people will still try and get used to it, but your
budget... And what I want, particularly for people who are listening online, is I don't want them to
think that, Oh, wait a minute, my fees are going to be higher because 30% or 35% of the people are
not paying anything, you as a board of the fiduciary obligation to go after those 35% and make sure
they pay as well, and then when that money comes in, typically that's used to fund your reserve
account, so you need reserve accounts to pay for capital projects and maintenance of your buildings,
etc., you can use your collections of dues and assessments and arrears to fund your reserve account, so
everyone needs to understand that doesn’t mean you are simply waiving those people goodbye. Also,
Tarak seemed to be suggesting that you're aiming for a dues level that will encourage people to pay...
Well, you had a dues level of $115 last year and you still only got 66%, that's not the correct thinking for a
budget, the budget is you should be budgeting to meet your budgeted expenses, and then a reserve
account after that. So the process is set the budget and then do what Dan has done, which is plug the
numbers in and say how many seniors can we expect, how many D-5 can we expect? And then take that
budget number and divide it, and I don't think you have to dip as low as 66%, because I am optimistic that
once you get your collections program going, you'll hit closer to the 80% that a lot of lake associations are
able to hit. So I think you can almost bank on that and do your numbers in that way, and that way you
would keep that number lower, but then you really have to get going on your collections, so 25, one, 80%
and

Dan clarified so $235 at 80% is reasonable?

Eileen responded Yes, I think that's a reasonable compromise, as long as the board is committed to
going forward with collections on people who haven't paid last year and refused to pay this year...

Pulkit: Okay, I saw two hands go up, it will be Jenn and Deepa before I go to them in, Eileen, I just want
to mention that on the $115, when you said only 66% of people paid, it was a COVID year and we need



to take those things into account and if voting rights were given, I feel it would be closer to 80%, also
stated that the mis-step with the voting rights really resulted in the problems we have today.

Eileen clarified that it wasn’t as much a mis-step, it was the judges’ decision.

(2:20) Pulkit reiterated, no it was the previous board’s mis-step, and I stand firm on that, because that’s
where we are today with the DCA complaint.

Jenn stated I do understand what TARAK is saying with the $315 being rather high, what if we were to
compromise and bring it down lower to like the $285... Dan added $235 would be at the 80% mark,
which is what Eileen is recommending.

Jenn added, right, so then, let's talk about that. Let's make the compromise, we can't keep these people
waiting on membership anymore. (2:20:58)

Deepa added (2:21:58) Everybody on the board that are here currently except for Dan, we spent many
hours on the budget, hours going through the budget, and our budget is not a reasonable budget,
there's a lot of inflated numbers for each may deductive each managers are leaves like part salary.
We spent $12,000.00 and we have budgeted for $18,000, we spent $20,000.00 and we have budgeted
for $27000.00. And also anybody who knows how to do math can take the budget from our website, do
the connection and make up your mind whether it's a reasonable budget or not... Right, and there are a
lot of items, big ticket items in that budget, which are for the beach repairs, keeping the community in
mind, we practically begged the members who were against that to reconsider, to put those expenses
off for one more year, keeping the community and the financial situation of COVID in mind and keeping
that off and so on, so if the board members would have agreed, then we may have had a more
reasonable budget, but about correct budget is not reasonable budget. Thank you.

Dan added, Deepa, when I say reasonable budget,  my concept of reasonable is on the topic of : Does it
meet our primary responsibilities of providing for swimming, providing for voting, providing for fishing,
does it meet our responsibilities to the physical plant? And from that perspective, I do believe that the
budget is reasonable since it meets those items, if this budget did not include repairs to our physical
plant, I would say it's not a reasonable budget, if the budget did not fund beach managers, I would say
it's not a reasonable budget.

Deepa added I want to say on the budget part, out of all of our work session, the very last work session
before approved the budget, it was discussed on a Thursday, at the board member work session that we
will put a pen to our budget. We will put some sensible numbers, not so inflated numbers, we will work
that out and we will consider that as our budget. On the day of the board meeting, four or five hours
before board meeting, Pulkit had done a lot of work on the budget over the weekend, he had done all
that well, he had put the pen to the budget as all board members agreed, he had put the pen to the
budget, and he was ready to present that in the board meeting, he shared with all the Board members,
and he was ready to present that in the board meeting, but the legacy Board Members flat out denied
him that opportunity, so you should Daniel, you should appreciate us, the member elected board, for
giving you almost 30-45 minutes to explain what you had worked on, even though you never shared
with any of the board members, you should appreciate the level of decency and the level of
consideration of your work that you have spent on it.  You should appreciate that the elected members,
elected... Not selected members, elected members have a decency to let you present that when you
never shared with any of us before this board meeting.



Dan: I do appreciate that. And I actually did share a draft with Pulkit and Tarak, they chose not to share
it out with anybody else, I took as a sign to not share it out any further, so that's an internal kind of
procedural thing, and I apologize if you feel blind-sided by it... Because that was not my intent
whatsoever, my intent on providing Pulkit and Tarak the preliminary like, Hey guys, this is kind of what
I'm thinking and Tarak got back to me, and he was saying, Hey, you've not been here for all this and
you're just going to out vote us so it really doesn't matter, so I'm not going to get in the conversation. I
felt that, and I do appreciate that all the work went into it... That I am appointed and not elected? There
hasn't been an election.
Deepa added I wasn’t talking about you I was talking about other appointed members.

Marilyn added, I need one quick second just to rebut something…Deepa, you had said that all of the
legacy board members didn't want Pulkit’s work to be shown? I disagree, I was all for him showing it,
and I was very verbal about that, so please don't lump all nominated members as Legacy board. Terms
like the Legacy or Reformers, I thought we were trying to get away from that. Let's try and be a little
more accurate when we’re talking about what people do.  In addition, Tony was for posting Pulkit’s
version as well.
Deepa added, Okay, so I should correct myself, you are right, Marilyn... You were all about be letting the
president, elected president present the work that he had felt all we can to all the members.
Marilyn clarified, elected or appointed, I would have had him do it. I want to get that out there as well.
Deepa added, Okay, but all other appointed people didn't let the President, who is elected by the
membership, who had spent three days to work on it to let...Tony also added he agreed that the work
should have been posted on the website. Casey added that she is grouped into the old board or the
new board, nobody ever realized that I am elected and have been pigeon holed by the other elected
members.
Pulkit asked Eileen to get us a list of the communities that have 80% of membership compliance with
dues payment, specifically communities the size of ours.

Eileen replied: I have two other communities that are in the ball park for yours, and one is like 85%,
but I don't know what the other one is, so I'll check with them and ask them what they are.

Danny asking Eileen for information on election terms and when they are up, stating she was supposed
to share with us and has not.
Eileen stated that we keep track of our own elections.  You have a list. My guess is, Jenn probably has
it. I didn't come up with that. That's not part of my job. That's the job of your board to keep track of
whose term is up and when their term is up, that's not legal work.

Danny added: I want to respect the members who are waiting for Q&A... We are taking too long.
I'm making another resolution or motion to re-run the budget numbers and redo the membership fee or
whatever... That's what I'm pushing for, that's my request. Lets move on and lets take some Q&A.

Marilyn reminded Danny that we still have agenda items to follow before Membership portion.



Pulkit announced Jeff Star representative for District 1 has resigned. I believe it was on February 22. We
received an email from him. I want to thank Jeff for all the hours that he has dedicated on all the
budget talks, aside a budget with the one-on-ones that I had with him, and I really appreciate it, and I
hope to see him on the board in the future, once all these things are resolved because I think he would
be a good addition, and at the same time, he has also volunteered to help us with our website and
anything with technology, so... Thank you, Jeff.
Entire board accepted resignation, many commented on how sad it is that we have another resignation.
Dan added that don't have a choice but to appoint a District 1 Rep, this is the next board meeting after
that event, and therefore the bylaws require that we appoint a person to it at this meeting. Eileen, is
that an accurate statement?

Eileen responded: I don't think so, no. You have to appoint a person, but I don't think you're forced to
do it in a certain time frame.

Discussion about replacements and when they need to happen as Deepa felt and expressed that we
know nothing about some of the candidates for the second open position.

Eileen responded: The way the bylaws read: it says in the event of a vacancy, the Board of Trustees
shall have the power to fill the vacancies by a simple majority, so there's no requirement that it be
done at the next board meeting. You have the power to do it, and it can stay vacant... Even I know on
boards, years gone by, you didn't get a lot of vacancies because you just didn't have the people to fill
them, so if you have people and you want to take the time to consider who would be best to fill that...
You absolutely can do that. There's no rush. You just have the power to do it. And I think that we just
did it quickly for the treasurer, obviously an important position, we need somebody right away.

Questions from our membership (2:36:36)

Marilyn added: Please be considerate of every member who wants to be heard. If we could just remind
everybody that it's one question, there's a three to five minute, time limit, and I need your full name
and your address or district, please. And please spell your name for me. Thank you.

First Question: I'll type my name in the chat, if that's okay, for your convenience, District 1. (I am unable
to determine who this is as the chat box does not show up on the replay of the video-going forward this
cannot be allowed) First person is VALAY/District 1? And my question is, regarding the budget. Can we
not compromise as a team and reach a budget where we assume 80% of the membership will pay it, it
seems like a reasonable solution, then watching everyone have a long-winded zoom meeting. Thank
you.

Second Question: Nishan Seal-(ADDRESS?)
So a couple of questions. First comment, we are spending $250.00 an hour and you guys should ask her
to leave ASAP.  She doesn’t need to be on here.  Accusing attorney of giving bad legal advice which is
why we are here now.  Also feels she should not be representing LPPOA going forward.  Directing the
board to have attorney leave meeting now.  Asking for someone to agree with him.
Pulkit responded: I was compelled to have her on the call today just because of the DCA complaint
because it is new territory, otherwise, my personal feeling is, this is not something I would have



normally done, but we don't have a DCA complaint. And just because of the history, after complaint
from the previous boards...
Nishan:  Second comment. Okay, fair enough. Pulkit I think I went back with you on this. So one of the
reasons why you guys want to go to a one tier is, I guess, to make sure that all of the... I guess there's
going to be one fee and everybody's going to pay for all the services, but if we look at the actual budget,
it basically doubled from roughly $200,000.00 to now it's over $400,000.00; as far as I know, the lake
doesn't look twice as nice, so what is that extra fee, if the lake was maintained for half the current
budget for so long, why is it going up and doubling...
You know what I mean? So one, I don't think that the budget is what it should be, it doesn't make any
sense, there should be an actual analysis done, and I actually tried to do that, I posted on the Facebook
group, but the post was actually denied, so we need to make sure that... That analysis is happening and
to go line by line, what are we doing We're incurring double the fees overnight, and the lake literally has
more litter than I've ever seen since I've moved here. So we need to look into that. Also, the other
question that I had was actually, I'll stop there, but those are my two question comments.

Pulkit added: Okay, The analysis has not been done, I was hoping to have a qualified CPA in the position
to do that, I'm trying to get a few people on the financial review committee who can take a look at those
things and make recommendations, so that's what I'm hoping for.
Danny added: And Nishan, can I just say one clarification is, today's Eileen presence has been pushed by
many board members, (cannot make out remainder of this sentence) (2:42:30)

Nishan again: Yeah, that's fine. But it is unusual, fine because of the DCA complaint, but going forward,
when you really need to cut down on expenses, because I think last year we had $50,000.00 of
expenses. You can correct me if I'm wrong, how much in legal expenses did your firm bill us and what
was then... How do you not know that? That's a ridiculous answer.

Eileen responded I represent 70 lake communities/ associations and I don't know what I do specifically
for each one. So I know the year of your litigation, because we got coverage for you under your D&O
policy, I think my fees were about $5,000.00 the year of your litigation, but I don't know what they
were.
Marilyn calling time, reminding Mr Seal is going over time, Mr Seal continued…

Nishan continued: Let me tell you, let me tell you what at least a starting point. It was at least
$50,000.00 last year based on, I think through Q3 last year. And then this year, I think it's budgeted at
$25,000.00, and that's already too much, so the board needs to carefully watch these fees, and instead
of paying a lawyer by the hour, we should be paying them per assignment per project, because
otherwise they're incentivized to give you legal advice.

Marilyn again calling time and thanking Mr Seal for his comments. Tony asking him to give others a
chance to speak.

Pulkit: Thank you, Nishan. And just for your information, the last statement that I've seen for last year is
$80,000.00 under fees...
Please everyone be mindful of the time, please keep questions to 3-5 minutes and limit 1 question.



Third question: Chris Savino. 105 Elmwood Drive. (2:44:59)
This question is for Dan, your assumptions about meeting budget, if we remove the $115.00 waiver and
default to $315.00, I believe for everybody, that assumption is based upon composite numbers of both
people at the $115.00 level paying and people at the $315.00 level paying.
Your similar compliance from last year, 66%, however, if you remove the waiver on the $115 waiver,that
compliance number is not going to hold... You would be lucky if you get 33%. If everybody has the
default now to $315.00, because the way the numbers are extracted. Dan agreed.  Chris continued, so
you really gotta go back to another working session and re- work these numbers, these pivot tables
based on a new assumption, but you're going to have half the compliance numbers. If you... We're
about $115 as a waiver, and everybody defaults to $315 .00 You know what they're going to say…Hey,
I’m not going to pay, and you'll get less compliance, I guarantee it. So let's go back and re-work and
working session and come up with a more realistic approach based on this new assumption.

Fourth Question: Himanshu Desai- 139 Halsey Rd
Quick question for Eileen, if the PREDFA was changed in May 2020,
Was the board notified and isn't that your responsibility as a lawyer and their council to provide
guidance about the change in law? Eileen replied: Yes, the regulations, not the statute, the statute to
2017, the regulations were implemented in 2020, and yes, the Board was notified.  Reply by caller: the
current status is that the members were nominated and not elected official, that was part of that
change is not at all. That's what I'm been to 2020. I've gone through this a couple of times already, but
there was an immediate challenge in the courts to those regulations...
Yeah, but the challenge doesn't negate fact that the Law is still a law until the challenge has been sort of
approved, if you will, isn’t that the fact?
Yeah, I'm not here to engage with you about it. So no, I don't do... Thank you Eileen, I made my point
and the board should decide now, I think it's very important. Okay, you guys are not following law... I
want to go officially, make sure you document this, that the LPPOA is not following the current law as it
stands. Thank you.

Deepa Added- I just want to add one thing to what Himanshu said, just so that it is again, on the record,
the LPPOA is not following the law as per whatever guidance our current lawyer is giving us, and that is
why I highly suggest we reconsider who represents us legally.
Himanshu interjected… I fully agree Deepa... Thank you for that clarification.

Fifth Question- Kamal Joshi, 106 Hamberg Road,
So the first thing I really wanted to say is, Happy Womans Day to all the ladies in the room, all of you
guys are really working very hard, and the time and the effort that all of you have spent, we're really
thankful. The other thing that I wanted to talk about is we keep talking about the budget, and we keep
talking about ways in which we want to increase the fees. Have we ever considered having a simple
option that we are in the middle of pandemic, let's make sure that the people who have not paid in last
two years, give them a one-time chance and ask them to pay a minimum penalty and make them a
current member. I think that would be a middle ground because in the current scenario, if they go to the
collection, guess what? Dolan and Dolan, they're going to make millions
I'm just giving numbers as just an example, instead of charging them $700 and going through the
collection where collection makes a lot of money, and the LPPOA doesn't make that kind of money, give
them a reasonable amount, that way you're going to get a lot of money that will help you to complete
the budget, and it would also make people happy because now they don't have to pay $700, let's say



they have to pay $500, and at least they're happy that they have saved $200.00 Actually, that's it, thank
you.

Sixth question/Comment: Lisa Butler, 386 Lake Shore Drive.
I've been a member over 20 years, and I'm taking deep offense to what I feel, and this is a recorded call,
of bullying towards a woman who is our guest today and who is an Associate of our association. I want
to go on record that I see this as bullying of Eileen. Thank you.
Pulkit stated  if this has happened he apologizes to Eileen on behalf of the association and membership.
Eileen responded, and she fully understands the community’s feelings and concerns, however does not
feel bullied, although she thanks Lisa for her concern. Its my job to answer questions, and that’s what I
am here for.
I appreciate that, Eileen. And I think that becoming an attorney that your core competency is being very
verbal and able to fight, but for the rest of the women and hopefully men who are on this call and who
feel that they might be in the same position to state ideas that they feel, they want to share with this
organization, we as women and also men who understand this, do not want to put ourselves on a
sterling planner for bullying. Thank you.

Thank you, Lisa. Thank you for reminding... And resetting the tone.

Seventh Question: Nirav Patel-42 Essex Road.
Before I asked my question, I want to make very clear that this is... Don't feel this is getting bullying, we
are a community... We have big community, we are to think largely, and Eileen is just doing her job and
we appreciate that and the board is doing their job. So again, now my question, again, I will go back to
Eileen and I appreciate whatever she's doing and what the board is doing, we're trying to find a middle
ground solution.
My question is, during the beginning of this session, at the beginning, you mentioned that until 2020
PREDFA wasnt followed... So does that mean the previous board did not follow the laws correctly?
Eileen: No, they did, and again, I want to clarify, the PREDFA change in 2017 brought aspects of that
law to Lake Parsippany and other traditional like associations that you had not previously been
subject to. The PREDFA regulations are the ones that were passed in May of 2020, so in 2017, when
the PREDFA law changed, Lake Parsippany did amend their by-laws to bring it into compliance with
the PREDFA law. So yes, Lake Parsippany has been following the PREDFA law.
OK and just to follow-up question, I also kept hearing you saying lots of ambiguity in this bylaw, what is
your plan to remove a lot of this ambiguity moving forward, what can you do that is betterment for the
community and not just betterment for a handful of few selective people?
Well, I think for one thing, we can wait to see... One of the reasons that the regulations were
challenged because just within the regulations themselves, they’re ambiguous... So remember, the
PREDFA law, the planned Real Estate Development Full Disclosure Act, that's what it really stands for.
So the law was originally put into place for developers, so they would disclose to people who were
moving into these communities what they were going to do in terms of a development.  That has
nothing to do with places like Lake Parsippany that were developed a 100 years or so ago. There are
bumps in the road trying to fold in those Planned Real Estate developments and condominiums to the
traditional laws that have guided lake associations. So one of the reasons that when these regulations
were introduced in the summer of 2019, many of the big organizations, CAI, etc., put in comments
saying, here are the problems with these regulations. I put in comments on behalf of the New Jersey
Coalition of lake associations, the Department of Community Affairs didn't make any changes to the
regulations, so all of the problems that DCA was made aware of still existed when those regulations
were passed, that's why they got sued.



So I think the first thing to do is to wait to see... And one of the things that I've been saying, not just to
Lake Parsippany, but to all of my clients is there is litigation, it costs money to change your by-laws if
you have your attorney help you. So that takes time and money to do that. So I told all of my
organizations, wait to see how this all settles out, and so that might still be my advice, it depends on
where that lawsuit is, that is all still up in the air, but ultimately every time, if we have been changing
the regulations, every single time it would have cost a lot of money. So it was changed when the law
was passed in 2017, and I did recommend in the fall other modifications to the by-laws.

Eighth question- Marissa May 79 Fairmount Road.
I just wanted to start by saying, as somebody who sits on boards for other committees, I know it isn't
easy, but I do think it is important to be able to see everybody's face and be able to see the community
and the people that are representing us, especially when it comes to voting, how do we know that
everybody's being accounted for when we can't see them, how are those votes being counted? I also am
just curious, with membership fees, we're trying to figure out what these costs are going to be, and that
needs to be voted upon by the board... Correct? Well, the budget has already been passed, but the
dues have not yet been set. I guess that's what I meant to say. That has to be voted on. Does that get
voted on in a public meeting like this or I can that get voted on in their own work session, 'cause I'm just
thinking it's March, if that has to be voted on at a board meeting, and those numbers aren't agreed
upon, this is another month with no membership coming in with no money coming in, I feel like the
longer that we wait for this to happen, where is the money coming from right now for maintenance, for
water treatment? For all of those fees, you know, maybe this is somewhere for me to read, but just to
understand, how does that work when we go into reserves, if there's money not coming in...
Well, these decisions are made. Is there enough money to sustain that? I guess just how does it work?

Pulkit responded: To give you a quick answer on this, last month when the fees are voted on, the plan
was to work with the printing company and the invoicing company and start sending out invoices
probably in a week or two after February 8th. The DCA complain was filed last year in May, and we've
got a response now, so that just put things in limbo and because that night, a lot of people got an email,
Hey, you know your fees to do, please pay it to many people did pay it and you have to turn that feature
off because of the DCA complaint because we were not sure exactly what it means to the fees, what we
need to do, because none of us on the board are experienced with this, so we had to spend some time
with Eileen to discuss these things, so that's where we are today with the fees, the fees as of this
moment, until we take a vote, had been decided at the last board meeting.

Marissa-Okay, and as far as where the money will come from in the meantime, is their money to sustain
water treatment or other things...
Pulkit responded for a Short time. Not for long.

Dan added: Marissa, we have $178,800.00 in our reserve account, that's less than six months of money
in the bank, if you were to divide the equally for the year...
Marissa-Understood. It's just concerning to see that we have to keep resorting to the reserve account
when we have members that are willing to pay, people that are anxious and eager to be a part of the
lake community, eager to see the beaches open up, eager to get things going again. And it's just a
waiting game.
Membership Q&A closed.



Motion:  John motioned to remove the OPT OUT option from the membership fee 2021
Dan clarified: To be compliant with the DCA remove the OPT OUT Option from the membership fee 2021

Tarak added: I just want to hear from one more time from Eileen is when we have a work session with
her, she suggested three options to go with one of the options to keep it the same fee, $315 with OPT
OUT OPTION of $115, giving voting rights to everybody, second option she presented to us is fight with
the DCA, third option she presented to us, let's work together and figure out the right amount of
membership numbers to... Those are the options presented by our legal attorney at the last work
session, so right now,
Dan interjected, that’s not quite accurate Tarak
Eileen added: That's not even close to being accurate Tarak.

Dan replied: I asked Marilyn to read the motion as she had recorded it, and John as saying that his intent
was not in what she recorded, so he's clarifying the motion and is kind of like restating it.
John: Yeah, I just wanted to make sure that we were talking about the full, this is motion to remove the
full OPT OUT option and everything that it entails. (3:07)

John Motioned:
Given that the Basic Membership ‘opt out’ option, which waives voting and access rights, is the basis
of the DCA's complaint, I move to eliminate the option for members to opt out of Full Membership.
Casey seconded.
Discussion:
Danny stated: I am a little confused here. So we're going to move to $315, that's the motion for...
Dan clarified: Right now, the motion is to eliminate the opt-out on that... Correct, we can discuss further
tonight to change the fee, and Eileen had a really excellent suggestion on that, that I am perfectly willing
to endorse... I even modeled it in my spreadsheet, so we can discuss that, but unfortunately the rules of
Robert here require them to close out this discussion.

Eileen: And the reason is because then you know the guidance for the next part of the discussion, so you
need to pass or reject John's motion. So it's been moved and second. And so you should do the roll call and
take the vote for it.

John: I just want to be sure, is everyone clear on what the motion is for at this point?
Dan: Yes, the removal of opt-out as an option within our membership structure, and the reason for it is
because the DCA fine said there is no such thing as tiers of membership, and the DCA says that we must
grant all of our members on voting rights, and we must grant all of our members ability to sit on our
board, and that's primarily what opt-out was for people who did not want to participate in our
organization.
John: Right, thank you. Dan (3:13:26)

Deepa: I just want to add the DCA says, anybody respective of whether they're paying full fees or
easement fees should get voting rights.



MOTION: Given that the Basic Membership opt out option, which waives voting and access rights, is
the basis of the DCA's complaint, I move to eliminate the option for members to opt out of Full
Membership.

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President ABSTAIN

Danny Desai, VP ABSTAIN
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer YES

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary YES
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary ABSTAIN

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 DROPPED OFF CALL-
Technical difficulties

Randy Vyskosil, District 2 YES
Darshana Kalavadia District 2 ABSTAIN

Casey Palermo, District 2 YES
Tony Suprum, District 3 YES
Don Phelps, District 3 YES

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 YES
John Scrivens, District 4 YES

Deepa Patwa Tailor ABSTAIN

TOTAL VOTES
YES-8
NO-0
ABSTAIN-5
MOTION PASSED to remove ‘opt out’ option from 2021 membership fees

Danny- I'm making a motion to re-do and re-run the numbers on the budget and membership fee in the
next working session. Deepa seconded.
Eileen: the proper motion would be to rescind a prior vote of the Board that was taken in December to
pass the budget, is that what you're looking to do?
Deepa: The budget was voted January. Yeah, so we rescind that and re-do the budget and membership
fees.
3:17 Eileen: there's a whole section on rescinding motions, prior motions. Okay, so I'm sorry, Danny,
would you mind just stating your motion again for my benefit.

Danny clarified: If we run the new numbers on a budget, we can cut the red out and fix the data, the
membership according to that, due to pandemic. I think it makes sense, since many activities won't be
continued as expected, we should work our budget according to that, and I think many of the members
are asking that too, so I think we should consider that again.



Marilyn: Okay, so the re-written motion is going to be to rescind the prior vote of the Board that was
taken in January of this year to approve the budget as published.
Eileen: So, Danny, you'd have to make two motions to that effect... I know there's a consideration now
that you're going to look at the $315 vote that I know you want to reconsider, but your motion, I think
primarily for the same reason we had to do Johns first, I think your first motion has to be to rescind the
vote that passed the budget.

Pulkit: Okay, so just for clarity, you're saying that whatever the budget was voted on in January, we need
to reconsider that budget...
Danny: Well, obviously, when $315, it's not agreeable to everybody, it seems like it's too high.
And we're going to re-run the numbers, if we re-run the number, we want to make sure we fix the
budget... Correct?
Eileen: Well, but those are two different issues. So currently, you eliminated the opt-down, then Dan
has numbers for you to consider to say, how do you set our dues based on the current budget, so you
do not need to rescind the current budget in order to set dues as something other than $315 you can
look at the options that Dan has kind of laid out that you could do to satisfy that budget, so that the
vote on the amount of the dues is not necessarily... Is not contingent on rescinding the prior budget,
now you can still make a motion to resend the prior budget, but its not necessary.

Danny: That's the motion that I'm going to make.
Deepa: Dan, We’ve already spent 30-40 minutes on this. If he wants to make a motion, I don't see a
reason why. He's just making a motion. Right, we're going to vote on it, then we're going to move
forward on it, we are wasting everybody's time.

Dan: There's discussion,
Deepa: I think if I'm allowed to say the motion that Danny is trying to make. First motion is to re-look at
the budget, consider what our budget should be, so we rescinding the wording to on the To pass the
previous budget, we look at the budget and do the voting again that is the first motion.
Second Morton is reconsider what the fee should be because the $315 is (inaudible)...

Eileen: That's not a proper motion, the proper motion is to do... You can't do two separate motions
together.

Deepa: The first motion is we rescind the voting on the budget, we look at the budget and report on the
budget... That is my first motion. Can somebody second that?
Marilyn added that motion is already on the table, that Danny motioned to rescind the prior budget, and
you seconded that.
Dan:  So now we have discussion.
Deepa: No more discussion.
Dan: We have to have... Robert's rules require that we have a discussion on this Deepa, it is the process,

Eileen: Yes, and you don't even have to have it, you just have to open the floor for discussion. If no one
wants to say anything, you can go right to the vote.
Pulkit:  Real quick, does anyone want to discuss this motion?



Dan: I would like to... Yes, Danny, I completely understand and appreciate what you're attempting to
achieve here, I just think that it opens up much, too much time and discussion, we're already in March,
our membership expires in 22 days. In 22 days, there are only 70 members of this organization, those
are the people who have already paid, everybody else is not a member, and at that point in time, if you
do not pay, you cannot sit on the board, and so any board member who did not pay by April 1, at this
point in time, we will no longer be a member and will no longer be eligible to sit on the board, that is the
law, so I don't want us going into April 1 with that as a threat hanging over our heads, I think that what
Eileen has suggested, which is to look at the number, to say, You know what, I'm looking at 66%, maybe
not reasonable, looking at 80%, that can be reasonable. There are all sorts of ways to achieve the goal,
and the goal is to keep the membership fee low, and I agree, $315 is too high.
$315 is more than it necessarily needs to be, but the $315 was set up there because we had the $115, so
now, based upon Eileens recommendation, we have lower numbers that we can look at, and I can model
those very quickly in an Excel spreadsheet, if you want to say $115 is the only number that can be, then
it's going to be a forever discussion, and we are potentially going to run out of runway for our
membership,

Pulkit: One second, it will help your point or anybody's point, we voted last month to extend the date to
April 30th.
Dan: It gives us more runway, but if we don't have a solution and we don't come to a conclusion at the
next board meeting, then we've got a bigger problem.
Pulkit: Well, that's what I'm saying.
Dan: I didn't see that in the meeting minutes. Did I just miss it?
Pulkit: We voted, if that last month, a month before, I think it was last month, we vote to extend the
option for payment, should we vote to extend the membership or for payment.

Pulkit: I think we voted for options for payment,
Dan: that's not membership.

Jenn: No vote was taken last month.
Randy: Last month? Yeah, I don't think we talk about it.
Jenn: You're mixing up working sessions and board meetings.
Pulkit: I might be.
Dan: That's what we're here. To keep each other honest.

Eileen: The only other issue I want to bring up is I know between Mark Sanderson's office and our
office that we get requests all the time for, what are the 2021 dues? So I think you are really behind
the eight ball, and it's taken a long time to set the dues... I think if you went back and reconsidered the
budget at this point, I don't think you're going to be able to get the money in a reasonable amount of
time, and I think in...
Marilyn: Last month board meeting, there was no vote for the April deadline.
Tarak: I think we agree on the work session, I guess. Yes.
Pulkit: Okay, alright, then I stand corrected.
Randy: I also think we might have an issue 'cause I don't think we could change the by-laws now, and
that's in the by laws.
Pulkit: Why would we change the by-laws?



Randy: The bylaws say by 3.31, and if we do to push it to 4.30, we're changing the bylaws, and I don't
think we're allowed to...

Dan: That's a good question, Eileen our bylaws state Membership expires on 3.31.

Eileen: Right, so you don't have the right as a board to make an amendment to the by-laws, that's the
privilege of the membership, so changes to the by-laws, unless they're done to comply with the law, is
a privilege of the membership, so if it says there that the membership ends on 3.31, you can't change
that by a board vote... I'm sorry. No, you can't change that.
It is what you're doing, and you're also supposed to vote on your budget in December, and you didn't
do that either.

Dan is addressing member who has been interjecting comments in the board discussion…Comments made by this member will
be removed from the meeting minutes. Deepa disabled member comments during remainder of meeting.

Pulkit: Bylaw does not have the words march in it,
Tarak: Last year, we give an option to people to pay until August 31st, we extended the ones that
against the by-laws.
Dan: What we did is we extended the late fees, we did not extend membership, so membership expires
on March 31st,
Tarak: but people who paid after March 31st became members

Dan: but they were not members until they paid.
Tarak: Right, that's something we are trying to do, because if we are not giving them enough time... Do
you have to give them enough time as a boat, we cannot just say at the last minute, Hey, you’ve got 10
days to go, if you don't pay, you have late penalty charges coming to you, we can waive the late
penalties, but the membership...

John: I think I can clarify here Tarak. I think what Dan's trying to say is that even if we were to extend the
late payments into April or May, anyone who hadnt paid by March 31st would cease to be a member,
which means that, for example, a board member who didn't pay a by March 31st would cease to be a
board member as well, under those circumstances, if we're working on the budget and trying to
determine what our fees are going to be by March 31st and not taking collections, effectively everybody
who hadn’t paid would disappear from the board.

Dan: Tarak is right. The word March is not in the bylaws. (3:29)
Pulkit: I think it was removed, I don't see the word March in there, and the only occurrence of Number
31 is December 31st on the first page, where I mentioned the fiscal year.



Vote on Danny’s motion to rescind the Budget that was approved in January, 2021

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President YES

Danny Desai, VP YES
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer NO

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary YES
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary YES

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 DROPPED OFF CALL
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 NO

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 YES
Casey Palermo, District 2 NO
Tony Suprum, District 3 NO
Don Phelps, District 3 ABSTAIN

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 NO
John Scrivens, District 4 NO

Deepa Patwa Tailor YES

YES 6
NO  6
ABSTAIN 1
MOTION FAILED.  Positive vote required to pass. (3:33)

Eileen: So now you can, if you're ready to move on to the motion about whether to consider the fees,
to consider the fees based on what Dan has done as far as the numbers.

Dan: So based upon that, Eileen, and I thank you for that guidance, and I think it is excellent, and that's
why we are collaborative in these conversations, I would make a motion to adjust our membership fee
to $235 for the primary fee, provide a discount to our seniors of 10% as we have been doing, and that
should get us...

Danny:  I had a second motion. We bypassed that and you started your motion.
Eileen: Well, no, I don't really think, your first motion failed, so then you don't get dibs on a second
motion, now it's a matter of whoever makes the new motion again, so your motion failed. You did not
have a second motion because you're only allowed to put forth one motion on the table at a time, but
if I can say, Dan, to you, so it refers back to the numbers that you've done in the budget, that you
would... The $235, if you could just say that that's based on the budget that's passed and on
anticipating collections of 80%, which is where the $235 came from. Just review those numbers, so
Marilyn can get that as part of your motion.



Dan: Motion to amend our membership fee to $235 per family or per household/per property reflecting
an 80% compliance rate and the approved budget of $425,430.00.

Tarak: If you're making a motion while you're making a motion with the numbers without we are
discussing as a vote of that, I agree with the motion that we need to talk and reconsider the numbers,
but the numbers, you can re-considering by yourself by having your own spreadsheet and you're not
letting anybody else to do anything to talk about it or no comments, and there's nothing... You just
pause the motion and so on to Robert rules and it’s a done deal?
Eileen: What the process is that Dan makes the motion. If he gets a second, then you talk about it,
then you say, well, maybe we have a better plan or maybe we should do things differently. So Dan
gets his motion out there, if somebody seconds it, then you open the discussion about it before you
take a vote on it, if nobody seconds it, then you entertain somebody else's motion, but you don't have
the discussion about it until the motion is on the table. So Dan now has a motion on the table...

Marilyn: The motion on the table is this:
Dan Motioned to amend our membership fee to $235 per property reflecting an 80% compliance rate
and the approved budget of $425,430.00.  Jenn Seconded.

Motion opened for discussion:
Tarak commented: Why you're making a motion with the numbers without us discussing as a vote of
that, I agree with the motion that we need to talk and reconsider the numbers, but the numbers, you
are re-considering by yourself, having your own structure and you're not letting anybody else to do
anything to talk about it or no comments, and there's nothing... You just pass the motion and so on to
Robert rules and it’s a done deal?

Eileen added: What the process is that Dan makes the motion. If he gets a second, then you talk about
it, then you say, well, maybe we have a better plan or maybe we should do things differently. So Dan
gets his motion out there, if somebody seconds it, then you open the discussion about it before you
take a vote on it, if nobody seconds it, then you entertain somebody else's motion, but you don't have
the discussion about it until the motion is on the table. So Dan now has a motion on the table... so
now Pulkit, you are going to look for a second on that...
Pulkit: Is there anyone going to second Dan’s motion?  Jenn seconded.
Danny added (inaudible) We’re not doing that today?
Tarak: Oh, of course, they will, and so now I was open for discussion because it does... We're not doing
that too. You can't even chance to have motion, whatever motion you guys want, you guys putting an
motion someone second and that's it, that that's.

Tarak adding: And then we do need to be here, you're not just... Seven of you just decide whatever you
want to do...

Randy: I understand that motion. I think it needs to be amended to keep the boat tag and the other fees
as we discussed... Or that needs to be discussed. I know you talked about 10% discount to seniors, but...
How about D-5? Does that remain at $235 or a higher level? So I think that there may be other fees that
need to be considered, and then the last comment would be... My understanding was that Dan did share
this with you Tarak and Pulkit before we got it, so I think there was an opportunity for some on the
board to view this ahead of time.



Again discussions between board members regarding Dan’s work, bringing back into conversation that
Dan did not share with the entire board, and nobody complained.  Ongoing discussions regarding
previous spread sheets that were done and worked on and presented at a work session to the entire
board.  Danny asking that the meeting be closed, however reminded that there is a motion on the table
that has been seconded and needs to be addressed.

Jenn: With all due respect, the membership was passed for $315, bringing it down to the lower number
is actually beneficial to membership, so I don't understand why you're so upset and if you
denied/declined Dan’s showing this to you, That's not anybody else’s issue other than yours.

Tarak: I didn't say I decline and I said It should be a work session with the full board members, you
cannot come up with your own spreadsheet, and just give us a number that I am motion in $265 as a
membership. That's not supposed to be... If we have all have the same voice, and we worked different
spreadsheets where are those numbers?

Pulkit: Guys, I'm going to ask for a quick pause.

--------------------------------------------------------------------break

Pulkit: As I had mentioned in my president's letter, that one fee structure, I think it is illogical to build an
entire community for something that still 300-400 people use. Just keep that in the back of your mind.
Even at $235, you're still charging people for something that they're not going to use,
Well, with all the folks out there, and I can tell you now, the 700 people who didn't pay last year, it's not
going to sit well with them, but... It is what it is.

Dan: I will say the... Look at that, everybody is getting voting and everybody's getting representation on
the board, so even though we are taking away on the one side, we are granting them everything that
they've been asking for,
Pulkit: That is true, but keep in mind, you always have voting rights last year, they were not recognized,
it should not be any different this year, yes, the budget numbers could be different, but you have to
come to terms that what the DCA is forcing us to do now was always there. It could have happened last
year if they had responded right away, just how things work out things, so it doesn't negate what
happened last year.

Jenn: Whether it be voting rights, rights to sit on the board, swimming rights and boating rights….each
person has their own interpretation of what they want, it's not for us to decide what's good for the
entire community, but everybody has their choice.

John: I get where you're coming from, Pulkit. But at this point, we are now charging people a single fee,
we have to get that into position, and that is now our position, so let's try and focus on the motion at
hand, which is to adjust the fees down from $315 to a number that may be more palatable to the
membership as a whole, and

Dan: I can amend my motion at the end of this discussion based to find information that we come to
light, so that is a legitimate part of the parliamentarian process.



Don: Yeah, and that's exactly what I was going to ask is to ask you to amend the motion, I think the
number needs to be under $200.00

Tarak: Let me give you some information Dan, because you are not there when you have a four
spreadsheets that we worked on. The first sheet, should we work, this comes up to less than $200. $199,
I guess we wanted to keep it less than $200.00, so we decided to have $199.00, the second spreadsheet
when we worked on it, came up to $155 that we had a vote, 11 v 6 for $155 for a 1 tier membership.

Dan: So at $199, we are looking at a budgetary shortfall of $67.000.00
Tarak: right, and then we have some kind of red line items that we can hold just for this year, so we
have a $425,000. budget, we come up with some items that we can hold just for this year, until unless
we figure out however, membership is going to react with our membership fees and also what we're
offering them, so that's something we work on, we come up with $90000. or $85000. of The Redline
items that we just hold, if we don't collect enough money and
Dan: I wasnt part of that process, so I understand, and
Tarak: that's why I'm giving you the numbers so you know what we went through.

Tony: It was Tarak, at one point... Did you agree to a fee of $232.00.
Tarak: $132, (Discussion about working the numbers) is what Marilyn and I came up with together.
John:  That was a two-tier system though that you were talking about,
Tarak: The best numbers when we looked at those spreadsheets was $155.00 that we all agree on...
And then I think we had 11 v 6 at that time.
Dan added: At $155, we have a $150,000.00 deficit. Now you're saying there's $80,000.00 in red line
items, so there's a huge short fall,
Tarak: so what we thought, we can start the collection and we can use the collection money for that.
Eileen: Eileen, you’re muted, so please chime in on that...
Tarak:  We don’t need Eileen’s advice right now, lets talk about it as board members.
Dan: there's a law in there that prevents us from potentially doing that.

Eileen: Your budget is for your operating expenses, what you have in your budget is for your operating
expenses, you can say, Hey, we're going to hold back some items, we are going to make an educated
decision that we anticipate getting 80% participation this year. We're going to do many different
things to increase our participation rate from 66% to 80%, and we can hold some budget items if we
can't fund them... If we don't reach that 80%, what you can't do is pick a number that you like and
then vote on it, deciding that you're not going to fund your budget, you can't do that, and you also
cannot fund your budget with reserve money. So right now, you do have some money set aside as
reserve money, but you need to fund your budget with operating expenses, and that's your annual
dues. So respectfully, your approach can't be pick a number and then make it work, your approach has
to be... A lot of what Dan did, which is to say, if we anticipate X amount for the D-5, if we anticipate X
amount with senior discounts, how can we make our budget number and keep the annual dues as low
as possibly that we can...
You can do that and look at different variables that you can't pick a number that you like and then
say, that's what we're going to go with, 'cause we're all comfortable with that.

Dan: For example, I don't have any money coming in from the club house this year, normally the club
bass is about a $30,000 income/line item for us, can't rely upon that for this year, as covid has shut us



down. So we can't offset with that, but at $199, we're looking at a budgetary shortfall of $67,000.00,
now you said there's $80,000.00 in red line items out there?
Tarak:  Dan, the easiest way, let's go with your motion, I'm not against your motion, and the numbers
you're throwing that I'm just saying, let's pass the motion. We just need to reconsider is whatever it...
Maybe could come up with a $314 tomorrow. That's why what I'm trying to say, just pass a motion that
let's reconsider the numbers on our next work session and then whatever the numbers we are trying to
figure out right now, figure out on the work session and then pass it.

Eileen: There's already been a motion to rescind the budget that did not pass, so you are not
rescinding or not...

Tarak: I'm not, I'm talking about budget, I'm talking about the membership fees,
Dan: So at $192.00, the spreadsheet tells me at $192.16, we have an $80,000.00 short for in our budget,
which you said was the red line items. So at $192,
Tarak: that's what I'm saying. You want to pass the motion... Right? let's figure out that numbers
together, you set up telling something on top of my head, you're telling something when you're putting
those numbers and figure...
Dan: I mean, this is becoming a work session in discussion Tarak, and I agree with…
Tarak:  I agree and look at the time.
Dan:  But its March and we can't keep our membership sitting out there not knowing what our
membership fee is going to be for this year through to next April board meeting,
Tarak: Well, let's do the work session in two days, and figure it out
Dan: we still need to have... First of all, based upon the experience that has been shared with me about
the last time we've gone through this budget, it was painful, it was contentious,
Tarak: Do you think we need the membership fee tonight?

Dan: I think we need to know the membership fee tonight, I think we owe it to our membership.

Casey: We already did this. And it is now March. Yeah, I am used to paying my membership, and the rest
of this lake community is used to knowing what they need to do, and we cannot leave this meeting in
limbo with another work session to argue, nothing. I will not do that to the people that voted for me,
they did not vote for me to sit in these meetings until March 8 with no decision, this has gone on too
long.
Pulkit: We have to do that now. Sometimes you may have to do that. I'm sorry,

Deepa: I want to say something, people voted for Casey and people voted for the six of us... 6 other
people were elected on this board. (4:04)
We are elected to represent the entire communities interest, not only for 300 or 400 members who the
previous board had been depending for years, now, the entire board his to listen to 2200 households,
not just the 300- 400 people who have been historically members. Okay, if you have some time, this 16
of us have time to it, and the reason we are not in agreement, everybody here is trying to represent
what they believe is right, what they feel is the interest of the community.



Dan: For respect to Tarak and the work that came in, let's amend the number to $195.00, that'll give us
$74,000, $75,000 budget deficit, which will be a part of the $80,000 in line items that Tarak mentioned.
John: Dan, you should know those line items include all the Shoreline repairs and to repay our debts.

Eileen: Okay. So Dan, you're amending your motion, so is anyone going to second Dans amended
motion?

MOTION: Dan Motioned to amend our membership fee to $195.00 per family or per household/per
property. Randy seconded.

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President NO

Danny Desai, VP NO
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer YES

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary YES
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary NO

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 OFF CALL-TECH ISSUES
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 YES

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 NO
Casey Palermo, District 2 YES
Tony Suprum, District 3 YES
Don Phelps, District 3 YES

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 YES
John Scrivens, District 4 YES

Deepa Patwa Tailor ABSTAIN

YES-8
NO-4
ABSTAIN-1
MOTION PASSED

Question from board to President and VP regarding thoughts behind rejecting the $195 fee.  It was
explained that everyone cannot be charged for things that everyone is not using, and the obligation is
just for maintenance.  VP also conveyed that activities should be charged extra.

Jenn: I'd like to make a motion to finish up what we started last month, by filling District 1 seats. On
March 2nd, I emailed everybody telling them who we had, I've had three responses that was it, no one
else bothered to respond, I gave the names... I gave you the fact that they were full members in good
standing and they're here still waiting, they've sent letters in which I set, which really doesn't even
matter, because as long as they are members in good standing, we have the right to put them to a vote.

Pulkit: On that they did not come into the official channels..
Jenn:  There are no official channels according to our by-laws



Deepa:  To that fact, we have two members who had submitted their interest more than a month ago,
by a keeping them holding and we're selecting somebody who just decided to submit their nomination,
two days ago.
Jenn: With respect, March second... wasnt 2 days ago, last month we put it in the News and Views and
we agreed that we were going to wait to give other people a chance, and now I am making a motion to
take the four candidates today and we’ll vote for the four of them. John seconded this motion.

Danny: I disagree, you should consider only two people who expressed interest through the right
channel, not through whatever contact they have. In the News and Views it says use leads to CONTACT
US, they do a different way, then they shouldn't be considered. Jenn and Danny reviewed bylaws
regarding new member announcement, Danny queried if Jenn was a lawyer and if she knows the bylaws
so well then he stated… Back and forth discussion between Jenn and Danny.  Danny ending the
discussion saying, you broke the bylaw last year in 2020, recall yourself...

John: I'd like to actually like to hear a bit about all of them.

Continued discussion between Danny and Casey, Danny stating we made the rule to have people send in
their interest  thru Contact Us, Casey added that this rule was never voted on or agreed upon.
Also discussion and disagreement between Pulkit and Casey regarding notification of contents shared
thru CONTACT US which is not shared with the entire board.  Only the president has access...Pulkit
stated he shares everything appropriately.
(Internal arguments challenging the way candidates expressed interest in the D1 rep position, some feel
it should be thru Contact Us only, others feel that as a liason to membership, it is fine to send to district
reps)

Dan: Can we go over names of those interested. (Note:  all emails sent in by candidates are on file and
much of the descriptions of candidates, i.e..their professions, omitted unless it is relevant to the D1
position on the board. Of note, all candidates are known for some time and vouched for by the current
board members).
Pulkit: The first person is Nirav Patel. The email sent to me says, I want to express that I'm interested in
joining Lake Association as a volunteer and provide my services like representing District 1. He has
volunteered countless hours last year on the financial review committee, and as soon as this position
was open, he basically put his name forward to serve on the board because he had a very good
experience with serving on the board last year. Well, on the financial review committee.

Pulkit: The other person is Manisha Mansuria.
She’s lived in Lake Parsippany for 25 years, she moved around actually in different neighborhoods during
that time. She wants to serve because she was on the election committee last year, she sat through
many hours on the election committee til she was removed because our by-laws state only full
members…After working on the committee and being removed, still wants to work with the Board.

Jenn:  Adeel Fudda wrote in to express his interest in the District representative position. He has been a
homeowner in Parsippany since 2009 and a lake member since 2013, and their boys are growing up
around the lake and enjoy living here. Previously resided in a condo association and for several years he
was a treasurer and then president of the HOA Board. He feels his experience as a board member with
an HOA and having served as President can provide valuable assistance to the board and ultimately help
this community.



Jenn: Then see the next one is Jill’s, hers is a little bit long, and so I kind of appreciate it a little bit to
see... Some time here, she wants to express her interest in joining District 1 as a representative role on
the board, she has been a full member since 2015, her husband and her purchase commonly perched
July 2015, up until then, they were living in surrounding towns. She’s currently very active on our
events committee. She has volunteered with the local PTA, her husband a volunteer on the PTA, she's
very involved in various community activities.

Randy: I have two questions. Questioning if any of the 4 nominees are part of the DCA complaint, which
is a conflict of interest and second, how are we going to vote?

Dan: How many positions are open…?
Response: two

Discussion ensued between Deepa and Jenn regarding how many positions are actually vacant.  Since
we have 2 open positions currently, lets fill them v. what is felt to be fair to the community since we
didn’t reveal that open position publicly.  Also concern that Jenn did not share information before today
at 5PM.  Jenn stating she emailed info out on March 2 and nobody requested additional information.
Again ongoing discussion about not submitting the interested emails thru the CONTACT US link and not
following the process.

Eileen added: I am weighing in on the question asked as to how we should vote on this.  If someone
has a candidate they want to put forward, they should nominate a candidate, if you get a second, you
should have a vote on that. And then if someone wants to nominate the second candidate and vote on
it, that way it doesn't get voted on, someone can nominate a third candidate, fourth candidate, etc.,
but would you mind just reading the name, somebody had a question about whether any of the candidates
were on the DCA complaint… I just pulled up the complaint, if you wanted me to cross check it.

Pulkit added one candidate is on the DCA complaint, it is Nirav Patel.  John clarified if we were to vote
for him, if he were to be approved then you would have to either recuse himself of any actions or
separate... Tarak agreed it is the same as the other board members who were on the complaint did.

Eileen clarified: It’s not exactly the same because this complaint came in after you were on the board, but
for him, you’d have to get that agreement for him before appointing him.

Pulkit: We should afford that opportunity to him.

Discussion between some board members about the candidates and their personal opinions of them,
including Adeel and Jill.
John: Well, I think perhaps we reconsider tabling Nirav’s request to join until he has a chance to respond
to the DCA complaint concern. Also, I think to the comment that was made about filling only a single
position, we did only accept Jeff’s resignation today, so perhaps we should only vote to fill a single
position to start this evening.

Deepa and Pulkit agree, Deepa stating that we didn’t announce the second position publicly so we
should only fill one position until the other position is announced publicly.



Casey added her personal feeling and experience working with Jill. Ending with I nominate her, I think
that she would be a rock star to this community.

Jenn added: We did have this open for a full month, There are two positions open, why are we going to
wait another month for someone that could actually be doing great work for the community.

Randy: I heard a Casey offer a nomination, I'd like to second that nomination...

Eileen: So Pulkit you can take a vote on that first nomination and then see if somebody makes another
nomination.

Marilyn:  Are we voting for 2 positions or 1? We're just going to place one district rep tonight?

Don: What position is this? When does this position end?
Pulkit: September, and yes they both end in September.

Discussion about who to vote on first.  Since the motion was for Jill, and seconded, the motion was
voted on. Motion to approve Jill Tylicki for D1 rep position.

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President No

Danny Desai, VP No
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer No

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary Yes
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary No

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 No
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 Yes

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 No
Casey Palermo, District 2
Tony Suprum, District 3 Yes
Don Phelps, District 3 Yes

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT

Jenn DeStefano, District 4 Yes
John Scrivens, District 4 Yes

Deepa Patwa Tailor No

YES-6
No-7
Abstain-0
The No’s have it.  Motion to add Jill Tylicki to D1 Rep position did not pass.



Jenn added:  I want to go back to that vote, there were 7 Yesses on that one.  Eileen confirmed there
were 6.

Deepa: I nominate Manisha to the D1 Rep position, Danny Seconded.
Any discussions for Manisha?
John questioned:  And Manisha was not a signatory to the DCA complaint? Pulkit: She was not.

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President Yes

Danny Desai, VP Yes
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer No

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary No
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary Yes

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 Yes
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 No

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 Yes
Casey Palermo, District 2
Tony Suprum, District 3 Yes
Don Phelps, District 3 No

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT

Jenn DeStefano, District 4 No
John Scrivens, District 4 No

Deepa Patwa Tailor Yes

Yes-7
No-6
Abstain-0
Motion to add Manisha Mansuria to LPPOA BOD D1 Rep passed. (4:35:24)

Jenn:  I’d like to Nominate Adeel for the remaining D1 position.

Pulkit: No, we're not.
Marilyn:  I second the motion.
Tarak:  There is no position open.

Eileen: She can make a nomination if people don't want to second it or voted second. It said, second
second, you don't get to not second, only get to second.

Discussion between board members on whether or not there is another position open. Since the
resignation just happened, it was felt we cannot fill the position on the same day.
Eileen stated we have no rules in our bylaws and we can vote today. There is nothing in our rules that
prevents it.  So if you have a motion and a second, you can vote on that.  If you don’t agree that it
should be filled today, then vote No.
Ongoing discussion about whether the board should be allowed to do this, as many board members feel
we do things one way one month and another the following month.
Ongoing discussion amongst board members, saying that only 1 position should be filled, since people
were not aware of the second as well as counter discussion that the community has had over 30 days to



nominate someone or themselves, since they knew of one opening for the same position that has been
open for a month, they could have come forward at that time.  We could have had more nominations,
we did not.  The announcement that has been out is for the same position, D1 rep, no other position
was open, and the number of openings is irrelevant.  The membership has known about the opening for
over 30 days.  It was stated it would be very unfair to do this.

Eileen addressing the conversation added None of that is true, how people come to the board, it could
be different in every single circumstances, in one circumstance, Pulkit could have a friend who would
like to be on the board and there's no announcements made, and he says, I want to nominate this
person for the person who just left the board and that it's up to the board to say, yay or nay. So
there's no protocol in how people come to the board, there's no requirement that there be
nominations, there's no requirement that there be 30 days notice. So if you disagree with the way
that this protocol is going, then vote no, but if there is no protocol.

Further discussion with Tarak adding we were told last month that we had to announce the opening in
News and Views and we had to give membership 30 days notice, several board members said that.
Tarak addressing Eileen saying she should remain neutral.  We are going against what we did in the past
month.  Eileen responded:

Eileen replied: You do not have a set protocol that I'm aware of for accepting nominations,
I have no idea who these people are. Helping identify the name, I give you the name the... I'm not
advocating for one person or another, I don't know who anybody is... All I'm saying is your by-laws
allow you to consider a different… Multiple conversations at once, undiscernible.
Tarak adding there is no nomination for the second position ‘from the other side’

Marilyn asking for the board to stop referencing legacy v reform board, it is unacceptable, we are one
board, Tarak added its how we feel.
Dan:  we're creating separation amongst ourselves, and that's not helping. So let me see if I can reframe
a little bit of what I'm hearing and understanding, which is we had a position open for District 1, and we
opened up a call for people to put their names in for that position while that position was being called a
second position in District 1 opened up. So we ended up tonight with two openings for District 1 Rep,
same position, 30 days have passed since we've been opening calls for people to fill District 1, we have
four nominees, if you want to be “sided” about it... Okay, you brought your 2 names out, Jenn brought
your 2 names out.

If I were to have an opinion, I would say the only reason why I would pause would be to give Nirav a
chance to exclude himself from the DCA complaint, and so my conversation, that would be... Let's call
the vote. If Nirav is given the opportunity, then we give him the opportunity to remove himself from the
complaint before he could take his position on the board.

Eileen: Yeah, but the way to do that is then to not vote for Jenns nominee. There is a motion and a
second on the table, so you do have to take a vote on that motion...

Board ongoing discussion about process…

Deepa: What I'm going to say is, Nirav was one of the first of the four interested in the position. He
spent countless hours helping us with the financial review. Why don't even give him in the courtesy to



recuse himself? He was one of the first... Again, and we all say the very first position was open for
District 1 was open for more than one and half month to go, so why did Adeel wait even for nominating
himself, Why did he wait for... Until the second position became available, why not give Nirav a chance
to recuse himself and then be part of the voting process, because right now we are seeing..Why not give
him the opportunity.

Eileen: Then you have an opportunity. It doesn't matter, is that the order that they go and the first person
up did not get passed, so it doesn't matter the order they go in, but... You have a motion and a second. You
should take a vote.

Vote on Adeel Fudda for D1 rep.

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President No

Danny Desai, VP No
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer Yes

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary Yes
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary No

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 No
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 Yes

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 No
Casey Palermo, District 2 Yes
Tony Suprum, District 3 Yes
Don Phelps, District 3 Yes

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 Yes
John Scrivens, District 4 Yes

Deepa Patwa Tailor No
Yes-8
No-6
Abstain-0
Motion to add Adeel Fudda to the LPPOA BOD is passed.
Deepa asked before closing voting, new board member Manisha, shouldn’t she be allowed a vote?  It
was explained that the new member doesn’t come on the board til the next meeting.

Next Agenda Item
Financial Review Committee Appointments need to begin by June
Pulkit: I sought out Nishan Seal, Jason Blanke and Patty Shnabel Ellis, they all have... And they have
participated in past meetings, financial review meetings last year, and they all have CPA experience, and
they do this for a living. So I think its appropriate for them to review our books and give
recommendations.



Dan added: When you say they do this for a living, one of the challenges that we had previously with
Jason Kopek was that as a professional auditor, he actually couldn't put his name on anything because
there was a conflict. So when you say they do these things professionally, is that still the same case
with any of these people?..
Pulkit: No, I only asked them.

Motion: Pulkit: For the financial Review Committee I Motion to Nominate Jason Blanke, Nishan Seal
and Patty Shnabel Ellis
for the Finanical Review Committee.
Dan seconded.

Directors Vote
Pulkit Desai, President Yes

Danny Desai, VP Yes
Dan Nazzaro, Treasurer Yes

Marilyn Ammirata, Recording Secretary Yes
Tarak Bhatt, Financial Secretary Yes

District 1 Vacant -
District 1 Vacant -

Rinam Shah, District 1 Did not Vote-Technical Issues
Randy Vyskosil, District 2 Yes

Darshana Kalavadia District 2 Yes
Casey Palermo, District 2 Yes
Tony Suprum, District 3 Yes
Don Phelps, District 3 Yes

Rajnikant Patel, District 3 ABSENT
Jenn DeStefano, District 4 Yes
John Scrivens, District 4 Yes

Deepa Patwa Tailor Yes
Yes-14
No-0
Abstain-0

Motion to approve Financial Review Committee passed.

Other Agenda Items:
News and Views Letter to the Editor: this something that we may not need to do because it's not a deal
breaker on the news and views letter to the editor, so I'm going to skip that, unless someone has an
objection,
Dan: we need to respond to it, but it doesn't need to be a board discussion, we just need to respond.

Pulkit: During our last work session, we decided that most really felt that we would take any letters to
theater if it's positive, building, community building, and anything else we should reject,
Ongoing discussion about who and what members we are obligated to respond to with an agreement
that we are only required to respond to members, however others feel that we should respond in some
way to all.



Pulkit: To our new board members Adeel and Manisha... Congratulations.

Randy asked if invoices will go out this week... Pulkit explained that we'll be talking to Sanderson in the
next day or two, they already had the file. There's no discussion on, we just need to send out the
invoices and give him the new fee...
Jenn: We need to refund those members who have already paid
Ongoing discussion about D5 and other membership owed money.

John to Dan are you going to handle re-enabling the invoicing on the website?  Dan replied yes.
Deepa added additional information needed and site needs to be modified. Will work on that.

Pulkit motioned to close meeting at 12:35 AM, John seconded. All in favor.


